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Students 'Emily Program' opens in Duluth

protest,
council
listens
BY ERIC LUDY

STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

A crowd of hundreds
packed into the Council
Chamber Monday, as t h e
Duluth City Council decided against limiting the
number of unrelated individuals per household to 4
in a 2-7 vot e.
An amendment to an ordinance defining the word
"family," was proposed by
city councilor Jim Stauber,
and was aimed at lowering the concentration of college students in neighborhoods which have primarily
housed traditional families
in the past.
Only councilor Stauber
and councilor Garry Krause
voted in support of the
amendment. The remaining seven councilors voted
"no."
Over 40 people spoke
before the council, the
majority of which were
opposed the amendment.
"Take a look at the support," UMD student Maudie Johnson said to the council in reference to the large
number of student in attendance.
Realtor Gary Kalligher
HOUSING to page 14

•Women and men of all ages
can now receive more convenient care for any type of eating disorder thanks to a new
outpatient clinic that is soon to
open in downtown Duluth.
BY DAYNA LANDGREBE
STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

Opening Oct. 1, the Emily Program,
will function as a satellite, or outpost,
clinic from the Twin Cities, able to help
a ny person suffering from the physical
and psychological effects of an eating
disorder.
"There are a lot of options for people
[with eating disorders] in the Twin Cities, but not in Duluth," said Kirsten

Nielsen, registered licensed dietician
for the program. "Now, there are new
resources for people outside and in
Duluth and we are carrying the program name."
The clinic sees a wide spectrum of clients with varying disorder s .
''Ther e ar e people of all ages, sh a pes
and sizes, some who have been with
us for up to seven years," said Lindsey
Brown, business manager of the Emily
Program. "An eating disorder is not a
black and white disease. It could come
in the form of anorexia; compulsive eating, binging or over-exercising."
Brown went on to say that only about
40 percent of people suffering from eating disorders, seek treatment. Low percentages are often caused from inconvenient treatment locations, payment

issues or most prevalently, the feeling
of fea r .
The clinic has much practice in working with, not only clients, but families
and partner s as well.
''The staff has a lot of experience working in th e intensive program and in the
t r ench es, like eating a full meal with
the client and their family helping them
to face those fears," Nielsen said. "It's
essential to regain a balance, which 1s
the most basic human need - eating."
The Emily Program was originally
started in Minneapolis. The program's
founder, Dr. Dirk Miller , who struggled
with an eating disor der himself, began
the program in 1993. The na me was
dedicated after Miller's sister, Emily,
who also battled with the disorder.
CLINIC to page 14

polluted waters listed
BY EMILY DARREL

STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

GRAHAM HARRIMAN/ STATESMAN

One of 14 polluted streams in the Duluth area.

On Thursday, Sept. 13,
the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency released
its updated list of Minnesota's polluted lakes
and river segments. This
updated list yields 287
new impairments, bringing the current total to
1,469.
The overall number
of impairments
has
increased from 2,250 in
2006.
''The list is water
body specific and it's
also pollutant specif-

ic," said Shannon Lotthammer, manager of
water monitoring for
the MPCA. ''This means
that, although the number of waterbodies has
gone down, the presence of multiple pollutants causes the number of impairments to
increase."
The impairments can
be found in 336 rivers
and 522 lakes statewide
and several of these polluted water segments are
right here in our neighborhood.
Within the Lake Supe-

rior basin, there are 14
streams, which have conventional impairments
and over six rivers with
bioaccumulative toxins .
Some of the affected
waters include the St.
Louis River, Lester River
and Miller Creek.
''In order for a lake
or river to qualify a s
impaired, the water
must contain pollutants
above levels that would
permit safe public use,"
said Lotthammer.
Problem
pollutants
include, but are not limWATERS to page 14
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This week in history:

September 27, 1939

*Warsaw, Poland, was surrendered to the
Nazis after weeks of resistance.

September 28, 1991

* Jazz great Miles Davis died.

September 29, 1399

* King Richard II became the first English
monarch to abdicate his throne.

September 30, 1955

*Actor James Dean was killed m a car
crash.
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Corrections: In lost week's paper, in the article "Students invited to strike for
peace Friday," the quote, "It hos been happening slowly, but the movement will
need to grow substontiolly brooder for true impoct," wos incorrect. Instead, it
should hove reod, "This hos been happening, ohhough the movement will need
to grow substontiolly larger ond brooder." Also, the quote, •1 don't think onyone
believes this [peace] strike will seriously disrupt compus and/or community
life," was incorrect. Instead, it should hove reod, "I do not think thot anyone
expects- at this point, at leost -that the antiwar movemement will seriously disrupt compus and/or community life." Unally, the quote, •However, we do hope
that the momentum will escolote into a monthly series of actions demanding an
end to the wor," was soid by Emily Gaarder not Scott Laderman.

Correction: On page 22 last week, the jump headline was supposed to read "Continued from page 21."
Correction: Lost weeks issue advertised o full-page od informing the public of o city
council meeting regarding changing policies on housing regulations. The ad was
collaborated by numerous landlords and was financed by Golt Speak.
Correction: Lost weeks sports front pictures were token by Graham Harriman and on
the A&E page Christine Morely took the picture of London Lueck.
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UMD launches online graduation planner
BY ALYSSA ANTTILA

STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

This fall, students at all four University of Minnesota campuses will
have the opportunity to create a
specialized planner to map out their
college plans, specifically for their
major, throughout their four years of
education.
The online graduation planner is a
unique way for students to personally
create a plan to help them throughout their four years of college.
There has never been a program
like this before for students to use.
As of right now the graduation planner is unique to the University of
Minnesota schools.
The planner will be available to
students starting Oct. 1 of this year.
Once logged in students will follow a
very easy-to-use system.
"It's a really good idea," freshman
Nikki Viss said. "Students can see
the classes they need and see the
order they can do it."
Students can set up multiple plans

as well. One plan can be set as your dents with as much information, in
favorite, while others can be options regards to planning, as possible.
The site explains courses, the
you may be looking into.
"It [the planner] has everything you amount of credits needed, has a
need to know in one place," said Lisa place for advisors to comment, and a
Reeves, assistant director of Knowl- spot for students to leave messages
for advisors.
edge Management
Advisors will also
Center. ''This way
As of right now the
be able to check the
when you talk to
students' academic
your advisor, you graduation planner is
track, leave comcan focus on other
ments
regarding
things of impor- unique to the University
courses and decitance, rather than of Minnesota schools.
sions, along with
spending all your
time talking about what courses to discussing possible job opportunities
when graduation approaches. There
take."
With the planner, students can is also a helpful toolbox on the site
select their intended major or pos- with links to professors' e-mails,
sible major choices. Once the majors locations and student affairs.
''It is very easy to use technology
are selected, a complete list of all
the prerequisites and courses that wise," Reeves said. She was part of a
a student must take to complete the group that spent five years developmajor will appear on the right side of ing the planner.
Many advisors, including Reeves,
the screen.
Students can then select the noticed that students were having
courses they need and have them trouble planning their schedules and
placed onto a planner for the year. were confused with the paper forms
The system is set up to provide stu- students used for registration. They

are hoping the online version is easier for students and advisors alike.
"It will help students become better planners, gain responsibility, and
prepare for the work place," Reeves
said.
·
The planner is aimed at teaching
students useful planning and decision making skills, and creating an
easy to use system for students to
use and change anytime.
"Before, students had to make a
plan with your guidance counselor
and now we have the freedom to
choose our own path," Viss said.
All freshman students in Intro
to College Learning will be given a
presentation on how to use the planner and will be able to create a plan.
Upperclassmen students are encouraged to use the program as well.
"It's a good way to check your status and see what courses you will
need to take," Reeves said.
Alysssa Anttila is at
anttOO 1O@d.umn.edu.
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Former student awaits sentencing Strikers return to work
BY SARA JOCHEMS

STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

''If we don't get any more cases like
that before I retire, I will be quite
alright with that," said Lt. Anne Peterson of UMD University Police.
Peterson was referring to the two
cases involving UMD students and
pornographic material.
The most recent case involves former UMD student and Criminology major, Michael Thomas Birk, who
pled guilty on Sept. 12 of having child
pornography while attending the university.
"Over the past two years, UMD has
had two cases involving students getting caught with illegal material on
their computers," said Peterson.
On Oct. 11, 2006, Peterson and several other UMD University Police had
a search warrant for Birks's computer
in his dorm room.
"One detective from the East Coast
posed on a Web site that specifically
aim~ tc target users who are committing illegal activit} ," Peterson said.
"After Birk was found conversing with
one of the undercover officers online,
Owatonna police were notified and
then we got the call from their department to search his dorm room."
According to UMD's ITSS Policy on

LIVE MUSIC
TUES-SAT

HAPPY HOUR

SUN-FRI $2.75 PINTS .
THURS $5 OFF PITCHERS

BEER
TOGO!

the Appropriate Use of Information
Technology, it states that all users
should be aware that information
transmitted electronically, or by telephone, voicemail or computer systems,
is subject to the same rules and laws
that apply to written and oral communications.
This includes abusive, profane,
pornographic, threatening, libelous,
sexually, radally or religiously offensive addressed in the Student Conduct
Code or the Policy on Sexual Harassment . .
Based on the Student Conduct Code,
Birk received an automatic expulsion
from the university.
' When previously contacted by the
Statesman, Birk denied comment. His
sentencing is on Oct. 4 at 2:30 p.m.
The other case occurred in the Vermillion dorms of, UMD back in May
of 2005 when freshman Julian Victor
Palmquist was caught with pornographic material on his computer.
According to
the Minnesota
Department of Corrections Web site,
Palmquist pled guilty of obscenity via
other materials depicting minors.
Palmquist was admitted on Jan. 18
of 2007 m the Hennepin County jail
and released on Sept. 10.
Sara Jochems is at
jochOO 19@d.umn.edu.

BY LISA KUNKEL

STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

As many have probably noticed
by now, the American Federation
of State, County and Municipal
Employees (AFSCME) who had
been on strike since Sept. 5, are now
back on campus working.
The employees were fighting for
a higher wage increase than the
2.25 percent that the university was
offering.
"We are back to work under the
conditions of settlement, not accepting," said president of striking
AFSCME local 3801, Denise Osterholm.
The employees settled with the
university's offer late Thursday
night after 15 hours of negotiating,
according to an AFSCME Council
press release.
"It was long and it was difficult,"
said Director of Human Resources,
Judith Karon.
Karon said that if the strikers
were to go a whole pay period without working that they would lose
their health care benefits.
"Nobody could see that anything
would change in the future," Osterholm said.
The two-year contract offer con-

tains the 2.25 percent cost of living
increase originally offered for clerical and technical workers, a 2.5 percent cost of living increase for health
care workers, steps to reward longevity and a $300 lump sum in each
year, according to the press release.
. ''We worked out the best conclusion," Karon said.
Osterholm held a meeting with
all the striking employees before
she went to the negotiating table so
that they could share a general consensus on the final decision.
''We brought back four proposals," Osterholm said. "They rejected
everything that came."
Osterholm said that though the
outcome of the strike was not what
AFSCME employees wanted, it was
beneficial to the workers.
"This really served a purpose,"
she said. ''By in large, it really
strengthened the union."
As of Sept. 22, the AFSCME
employees have been back to the
duties that they left off with over
two weeks ago.
"We're just so glad to have everyone back," Karon said. "It feels
much more comfortable to have our
full team on board."
Lisa Kunkel is at
kunke032@d.umn.edu.
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Depression and anxiety common among college students
BY KENDRA RICHARDS
STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

Depressive
disorders
affect
approximately 18.8 million American adults or about 9.5 percent of the
U.S. population age 18 and older in
a given year, according to the U.S.
Census Bureau Web site. It will be
the second largest killer after heart
disease by 2020, according to that
same Weh site.
This probably seems like shocking information, and that's because
people don't exactly know what is
considered depression. A lot of times
the symptoms seem to come out of
nowhere for no reason and affect
people that you would never guess
are depressed.
Katelyn
Karlson
Sophomore
was diagnosed with depression last
year. Her roommate Anessa Kemna
describes her as really friendly and
nice, always polite and perfectly
happy all the time. Kemna said she
never would have guessed -that her
friend was depressed.
''I just started losing interest in all
activities and I got really tired and I
took three hour naps every day," said
Karlson. ''I sat around feeling really
bored all the time and was sad for

absolutely no reason."
concentrating and thoughts of death
Depression is often caused by a or suicide, the U .S. Census Bureau
chemical imbalance, making you feel Weh site said.
like there is s01;nething wrong when
If someone has these symptoms
there isn't and this imbalance often they should not hesitate to seek
times can be genetic.
help.
"Students should not wait until
"I got angry," said sophomore
Brandon Masyga, who was also diag- they are considering suicide to seek
nosed with depression. "One time I help," said counselor at Health Services, Michelle
forg~t . to take my
Stronach. ''Many
medicme and I was
'
people think that
really mad all day.
it's not necesLike, this girl was
.
wearing a really
in
sary to seek help
if
they haven't
nd
dumb " shirt, a
gotten to that
I got really upset
.
point, but that's
about it and was
not true, come
like 'God, why is
-Michelle Stronach,
as soon as you
that girl wearing
Health Services counselor
start feeling any
such a stupid shirt,
symptoms."
she's so dumb.' "
Health Services is equipped to
There are many varieties of symptoms for depression and they can be handle cases such as depression and
different for everyone.
anxiety. They are staffed with four
Some of the most common symp- counselors on the second floor. There
toms are: sadness throughout the are other resources as well. Stronday nearly everyday, loss of interest ach recommended Web sites such as
in your favorite activities, feelings depression.com, which helps to diagof worthlessness, troubles making nose depression and anxiety. Often
decisions, sleeping too much or too times on these Weh sites there will
little, recent trauma or trauma from be series of Yes/No questions to see
the past, change in appetite, trouble if a person should seek professional

At Health Services the top
two things that students
come for can be added
up to depression and
anxiety.
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help.
Also, Oct. 11 is National Depression Screening Day; counselors will
be giving out tests like these on campus and students can turn them in to
be reviewed to see if they need further assessment or help.
Depression in college students is
very common. Stronach said that at
Health Services, the top two things
that students come in for can be added up to depression and anxiety.
"College students are depressed
because of the age and stage of life
they are at," said Stronach. "They are
independent and making decisions
for themselves and as they approach
all of these choices they start to feel
vulnerable. So much is expected of
college students; they are trying to
live and go to school and work, and
they are under a lot of pressure. This
is also the age where trauma from
the past can start flaring up."
It is not all the time that people
may think they are depressed. However, often times they might not
know what is causing the change in
behavior.
"A lot of people who have it think
that it's just part of every day life,"
said UMD assistant professor and
DEPRESSION to page 14
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Fundings sought after
Va. Tech shootings
BLACKSBURG, Va. (AP)-Gov. Timothy M.
Kaine has approved nearly half of the $2.9
million Virginia Tech requested from the
state general fund to cover costs associated
with the mass shootings on campus in April.
The university will be reimbursed $1.3
million from the general fund's contingency
reserve, spokeswoman Delacey Skinner said
Tuesday.
Most of the money - $755,000 - will go
for archiving computer and telephone voicemail records for legal purposes, she said. The
records were requested by the sta,te attorney
general's office.
The governor reimbursed Tech $200,000
for counseling and liaison services that
worked with families after a student gunman
killed 32 people and himself April 16. About
$189,000 will cover the costs of a center set
up on campus for police and the news media,
Skinner said.
Among costs not covered were those for
housing police, families and counselors, moving employees out of the classroom building
where most of the shootings occurred, or
overtime for transportation and maintenance
workers, university spokesman Larry Hincker said.
President Charles Steger has said the
school has committed to spending about $8
million to recover from the shootings, including the cost of adding police and counselor
positions.
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Wisconsin-Madison searches campus for
gunman provoking police into shootout
MADISON, Wis. (AP)-Univer- body is trying to create a scenario
sity students returned to class for that to happen."
Wednesday as police searched for
University of Wisconsin Police
a 19-year-old man they said was Sgt. Jason Whitney said Wednestrying to provoke a shootout with day that officials did not believe
authorities.
Miller was armed or on campus.
The university had canceled UW spokesman John Lucas said
some Tuesday night classes, and heightened security measures
police urged students to stay would be in effect at the west end
inside after the
of campus but
Dane County Crideclined to be
sis Center receive~
more ~pecific.
a call about a su1''This has been
cidal person atop
an unusual and
the
university
troubling situahospital's parking -Assistant Police Chief Dale Burke tion, but we have
ramp.
confidence that
As officers responded to the UW Police and other police agenhospital, authorities learned that cies are handling this situation
the suicidal person claimed to well," Provost Pat Farrell said.
have a gun and intended to be
Miller, of Madison, has a histokilled by police. Two later calls, ry of mental illness and had been
claiming shots had been fired and serving a work-release jail term
a bomb threat had been made, for armed robbery but stopped
were hoaxes by the apparently reporting this month, Burke said.
suicidal man, identified as Jesse Officials said late Tuesday that
Miller, said Assistant UW-Madi- he may be a danger to himself but
son Police Chief Dale Burke.
not to the campus community.
"This gentleman indicated that
The university sent two mass
he wanted to be killed by the e-mails to students about the
police," Burke said. ''It looks like search late Tuesday afternoon,
one of those cases where some- Burke said, though some students

"T .
. .
his gentleman md1cated that he wanted to be
killed by the police."

said they hadn't heard about it by
evening.
Greg Grube, a senior, said
Tuesday night as he walked home
on the west end of campus that
his flag football game had been
canceled for unspecified security
concerns.
"They just said security. I
thought that meant the fields
were too wet," he said. 'Wow,
geez, I wish I would have known
that. I would have been a little
more careful."
The scare was at least the second security concern on campus in
a week. Last week, police arrested
a 52-year-old man who had been
banned from campus by a judge
for harassing female students.
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Remember to check us out online as we update
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35W bridge bidders protest

Thomson's letter also criticized the
ST. PAUL (AP) -Two losing bidders
The technical scores put Flatiron's
for the Interstate 35W ·bridge replace- proposal over the top, even though it use of public relations as a factor in
ment fleshed out their protest of the was the most expensive and tied for the technical scores, saying state law
state's contract awarding procedure the longest construction period.
doesn't authorize that. He also said
on Tuesday, saying transportation
MnDOT spokesman Kevin Gut- the transportation agency limited penofficials penalized them for proposing knecht declined to comment on spe- alties for missing the rebuild deadline
steel bridges instead of one made of cific complaints outlined in the letter, from an original fine of $200,000 for
concrete.
but he defended the bidding as a fair · every late day, which was later capped
at 135 days, after which the daily penA lawyer for C.S. McCrossan and and legal process.
the joint venture of Ames Construc"We're not going to debate it like alty would drop to $3,500.
The two losing bidders have
tion and Lunda Construction said the that," Gutknecht said. "We'll let the
Minnesota Department of Transpor- process take its course."
demanded release of data about the
tation had an "undistechnical scores for
the bridge bids, but
closed demand" for a
MnDOT won't give
concrete bridge, but the
emphasis on quickly
out the information
and
cost-effectively
before a contract is
replacing the collapsed
signed. Thomson's
letter said the profreeway bridge encourtest procedure illeaged them to propose
gally shields the
using st eel.
''It turned out not to
transportation
agency from judicial
be reliable guidance,"
review.
said a letter from Minneapolis attorney Dean
Gutknecht said
the protest would
Thomson.
be resolved within
The letter claims
that steel designs led
"a few days or a couple of weeks," and
to the two local compathe transportation
nies scoring lower on
agency is still on
a technical evaluation
than the winning team,
schedule to sign a
ASSOCIATED PRESS
contract with FlatFlatiron Constructors
of Colorado and anson Ar~scue worker prepares to search a submerged vehicle after the Interstate 35W bridge over iron by the end of
Construction of Seattle. the Mississippi River collapsed Aug. 1.
the month.
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Two arrested
in shooting
of Minn. girl
\

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)- Two
teenage boys have been arrested in the shooting of a 12-yearold Minneapolis girl.
Policewouldn'tsaywhatrole
the 16-year-old and 17-yearold boys might have played
in the shooting - which was
believed to be gang-related.
Vernice Hall was shot in the
head early Saturday as she sat
on the front step of her north
Minneapolis home. She hasn't
regained consciousness since
then, a nd h er father Steve
Hall says part of her skull had
to be removed because of brain
swelling and bleeding.
Steve Hall says he was having a party for his children
and their friends on Friday
nigqt. He says there were no
squabbles, but shortly after
the party ended ar ound midnight he heard four gun shots
ring out and ran out to find his
daughter lying on the ground.
Police don't believe Vernice
Hall was the target.

Man put on work leave
after tearing head off duck
ST. PAUL (AP)-The man charged with
tearing the head off a tame duck at a St.
Paul hotel has been put on administrative
leave from his job at the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, a government
spokesman said.
Scott Clark, 26, of Denver, was in the
Twin Cities on government business and
was staying at the Embassy Suites in St.
Paul, where he was arrested early Saturday
morning. He has been charged with felony
animal cruelty.
Clark is an auditor with the Office of the
Inspector General of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services. Department
spokesman Don White said Clark began
working for the office about a year ago.

Clark allege<!ly chased the duck that was
swimming in an artificial pond in the hotel
lobby, cornered it and tore off its head. He
then allegedly told onlookers that he was
hungry and was going to eat the duck.
The criminal complaint filed in the case
said Clark told officers after his arrest that
he worked for the government and "would
have the officers' jobs."
Authorities have said they believe Clark
was drinking.

•
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Mormon group leader convicted as rape accomplice
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

ST. GEORGE, Utah (AP)-The leader of a polygamous Mormon splinter group was convicted Tuesday of
being an accomplice to rape for forcing a 14-year-old girl to marry her
19-year-old cousin.
Warren Jeffs, 51, could get life in
prison after a trial that threw a spotlight on a renegade community along
the Arizona-Utah line where as many
as 10,000 of Jeffs' followers practice
plural marriage and revere him as a
mighty prophet with dominion over
their salvation.
Jeffs stood and, like his 15 followers -in the courtroom, wore a stoic
look as the verdict was read.
Prosecutors said Jeffs, who performed the ceremony, forced the girl
into marriage and sex against her
will. Jurors said they agreed Jeffs
rejected the girl's pleas and refused
to release her from the marriage.
"He was pretty much her only ticket out of the relationship," said juror
Jerry Munk, 36.
Defense attorney Wally Bugden,
who told jurors that Jeffs was a victim of religious persecution, declined
to comment.

The jury deliberated about 16 woman, now 21, and her former hushours over three days. On Tuesday band, Allen Steed, 26.
morning, the judge replaced a juror
At their wedding in 2001 at a
with an alternate for ·undisclosed Nevada motel, the woman said,
reasons.
she cried in despair when pressed
While polygamy itself was not on by Jeffs to say "I do" and had to be
trial - the couple were monogamous coaxed to kiss her new husband. The
- the case focused attention on the woman testified that FLDS girls
practice of polygamy in
receive no information
Utah, where it has genabout their bodies or
erally been tolerated in "He was pretty much reproduction. She said
the half-century since her only ticket out of she didn't even know
a government raid in
sex was the means
1953 proved a public the relationship."
by which women had
relations disaster, with
babies.
-Jerry Munk, juror
children photographed
The woman said the
being torn from their
couple were married
mothers' arms.
for at least a month before they had
Jeffs succeeded his father in 2002 intercourse, her husband telling her
as president of the Fundamental- it was "time for you to be a wife and
ist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter do your duty."
''My entire body was shaking. I
Day Saints. Former members say he
rules with an iron fist, demanding was so scared," she testified. "He just
perfect obedience from followers and laid me on the bed and had sex."
Afterward, she slipped into the
exercising the right to arrange marriages as well as break them up and bathroom, where she downed two
bottles of over-the-counter pain
assign new spouses.
At the trial, widely different ver- reliever and curled up on the floor,
sions of the relationship - and Jeffs' she said. "The only thing I wanted to
influence - were presented by the do was die," she said.
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But Steed testified that his teenage bride initiated their first sexual
encounter, approaching him after he
fell asleep in his clothes after a 12hour day at work.
Under Utah law, a 14-year-old can
consent to sex in some circumstances.
But sex is not considered consensual
if a person under 18 is enticed by
someone at least three years older.
For reasons prosecutors have
never explained, Steed has not been
charged with a crime.
The mainstream Mormon Church,
or the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, renounced polygamy
more than a century ago, excommunicates members who engage in the
practice, and disavows any connection to the FLDS church.
Jeffs is also charged in Arizona
with being an accomplice to both
incest and sexual misconduct with
a minor for arranging marriages
between two underage girls and relatives of theirs. In addition, Jeffs is
under federal indictment in Utah on
charges of fleeing to avoid prosecution.

Bush predicts Clinton to be defeated in Presidential Elections
WASHING TON (AP)-President Bush, breaking
his rule not to talk about presidential politics, says
he believes Hillary Rodham Clinton will defeat
Barack Obama in the Democratic presidential primaries .
Bush also predicts that Clinton will be defeated
in the general election by the Republican nominee.
"I believe our candidate can beat her but it's
going to be a tough race," the president said.
It has been difficult for Bush to remain silent
about the 2008 president race, despite his promises not to be the "prognosticator in chief." He has
been talking about the race and handicapping candidates during off-the-record chats with visitors to
the White House.
He finally went public with his Clinton prediction in an interview for a book by Bill Sammon, a
reporter for The Washington Examiner.
"She's got a great national presence and this
is becoming a national primary," Bush told Sammon. "And therefore the person with the national
presence, who has got the ability to raise enough
money to sustain an effort in a multiplicity of sites,
has got a good chance to be nominated."
The White House did not challenge Sammon's
account.
"Frankly, it's difficult to not talk about the '08
election a lot," White House press secretary Dana

Perino said. ''There's a lot of interest
in it and it does have consequence."
She denied the notion that Bush
was talking up Clinton's prospects
to energize the Republican base
against her candidacy.
''The bottom line is, it really
doesn't matter what the president thinks about who will win the
Democratic primary," Perino said.
''There's going to be a showdown at
the OK Corral and they'll figure out
whose going to be the nominee and
from there the president will campaign vigorously for the Republican
candidate.
Colleen Flanagan, a spokeswoman for Clinton's rival Sen. Chris
Dodd of Connecticut, said in a statement: "I can understand why the
president would want Senator Clinton to be the nominee."
On the Republican side, Bush has
expressed surprise that former New
ASSOCIATED PRESS
York mayor Rudy Giuliani remains
Democratic presidential hopeful, Sen. Hillary Clinton, D-N.Y., pauses during a press
the front-runner despite his liberal
conference to announce that Sen. Evan Bayh, D-lnd., left, will support her in her run
social and cultural position on issues
for
the presidency on Monday, Sept. 24, 2007, in Washington.
normally critical to the party base,
according to The Washington Post.
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Rare suicide attack raises fears about southern security

--l

BAGHDAD (AP)-A suicide car
The blast damaged nearby build- people waiting to get their monthly
bomber Tuesday attacked a police ings and set several parked cars pensions from a bank, killing six
people.
headquarters in Basra, killing at ablaze, witnesses reported.
Gunmen killed police Lt. Col. Ali
least three policemen, wounding 20
Fears about security in Basra
people and raising fears about secu- have been mounting since the Brit- Sameen, director of emergency serrity in the oil-rich southern city now ish army left its last position within vices in Tuz Khormato, · 130 miles
the city on Sept. 2 and redeployed to north of Baghdad, police reported.
that British forces have withdrawn.
It was the second major suicide the municipal airport, about 20 kilo- The officer was gunned down Tuesday near his home, police reported.
attack to kill Iraqi police in as many meters (12 miles) to the north.
North of the capital in Diyala provBut suicide attacks - the halldays. The police chief of Baqouba
was among at least 24 people killed mark of Sunni religious extremists ince, a roadside bombing killed an
/ American solwhen a suicide bomber attacked a are rare
dier Tuesday,
Sunni-Shiite reconciliation meet- in the mostly
the U.S. comcity. "It seems that al-Qaida wants to
ing late Monday. An al-Qaida front Shiite
mand
said.
group Tuesday claimed responsi- Officials were make use of the fragile situation
At least 3, 799
bility for the attack in Baqouba, 35 quick to point
U.S. military
the finger at in the city caused by the tension
miles northeast of Baghdad.
members who
Maj. Gen. Abdul-Jalil Khalaf, al-Qaida in
have
died
Basr a's police chief, said the suicide Ira q, a Sun- among the parties and the city's
since the Iraq
bomber's legs were found tied to the ni extremist
officials."
war started in
st eering wh eel - clearly an attempt group.
March 2003,
"It seems
by the attack's planners to prevent
- Maj. Gen. Abdul-Jali/ Khalaf
according to
the driver from running away.
that al-Qaian Associated
Khalaf blamed al-Qaida in Iraq da wants to
for the attack, even though the ter- make use of the fragile situation in Press count.
''This attack will not stop the proror movement was believed to have th e city cau sed by the t ension among
virtually no presence in the Basra the parties and the city's officials," vincial government's efforts to recKhalaf said.
oncile the tribes and help them put
area.
In Baghdad, at least 15 people aside their differences to achieve
The attack occurred about 8 a .m.
when the driver, wearing a tradi- were killed or found dead Tuesday- unity," said provincial Gov. Raad
tional Arab robe and headgear, tried apparent victims of political or sec- . Rashid al-Tamimi, who was woundto steer his explos1ve~-iaaen sedan • taria:n violence, according to police . ed in the blast.
Police Maj. Salah al-Jurani said
into the aowntown police headquar- reports. In the deadliest attack, a
t ers building but was blocked by con- pair of car bombs exploded almost he believed al-Tamimi was the
simultaneously near a line of elderly intended target. The dead included
crete barriers, Khalaf said.

Iranian leader closes· nuclear issue

IRAN (AP)-Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad declared the Iranian nuclear issue "closed" in a speech to the United
Nations on Tuesday, despite increased rhetoric from other world leaders threatening to
ratchet up pressure for Tehran's continued
uranium enrichment program.
''I officially announce that in our opinion
the nuclear issue of Iran is now closed and
has turned into an ordinary Agency matter,"
the Iranian president said.
Despite suspicions from Western countries
that Iran intends to make nuclear weapons,
the Iranian leader reiterated claims that his
country's nuclear program is a peaceful one.
In a wide-ranging speech that touched on
everything from the degradation of women to
human rights abus,es, he also criticized the
U.N. Security Council for having been influenced by "some bullying powers and failed to
uphold justice and protect the rights of the

Iranian people."
Meanwhile, French President Nicolas Sarkozy said in an earlier speech that "Iran is
entitled to nuclear power for civilian purposes. But if we allow Iran to acquire nuclear ·
weapons, we would incur an unacceptable
risk to stability in the region and the world."
France is a veto-wielding permanent member of the council, along with Britain, China,
Russia and the United States.
A high-level meeting of the permanent five,
plus Germany, is scheduled Friday to further
discuss the Iranian nuclear issue on the sidelines of the General Assembly debate.
Sarkozy warned there will be no world
peace if the international community "falters
in the face of nuclear arms proliferation."
He suggested that the crisis could only be
resolved by "combining firmness with dialogue."

the governor's driver, and Baqouba's
police chief, Brig. Gen. Ali Dalyan,
and the Diyala provincial operations
chief, Brig. Gen. Najib al-Taie.
In a Web statement, the Islamic
State of Iraq, an al-Qaida-led group,
claimed responsibility for the attack,
saying a member of its "martyrdom
squad · .. . plunged with his suicide
belt amid a gathering for national
reconciliation."
"God enabled him to reap most of
the chiefs of that fetid council," the
statement said.
A private news agency, the Voice
of Iraq, said the dead also included
several tribal chiefs and members of
a council formed to fight al-Qaida in
t he province.
In the Kurdish city of Sulaimaniyah, President Jalal Talabani called
again for the release of an Iranian
official arrested last week by the
Americans. The U.S. military said
the Iranian, Mahmudi Farhadi,
was a member of the Quds Force, a
branch of the Iranian Revolutionary
Guards that smuggles weapons to
Shiite ext remists.
Iran shut down five border crossing points into the Kurdish part of ·
northern Iraq to protest the arrest .
The crossings remained closed Tuesday for a second day.

.Interested in being the ,
student life section editor?
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LiVing the dream ain't easy

On stage, band members look out to faces in the crowd, gauging reactions
and soaking up the interactive mood the audience has been swept into.
BY AMBER VESEL

STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

The band is playing original
music for their very own crowd,
which by this point is so enveloped
in the music that they might as well
be playing right alongside you on
stage.
This is the goal and slowly proceeding reality for the Melodramatics, a Midwest band based out of
Duluth.
The Melodramatics are made up
of five musicians: Jake Winchell,
Alex Galle, Ranelle Johnson, Joseph
Anderson and Chad Erlemeier.
According to Winchell, the core
band members have been a group
since March 2006, but the full group
has been together since last April.
Among them, they play a variety
of instruments including viola, piano/synth, guitar and drums.
They classify themselves as
"Orchestral Rock," although their
sound isn't very heavy.
"We've gone through a lot of
changes," said Viola player Galle.
"We were playing punk-pop music
and it wasn't that unique and we've
become something that's a lot more

-

-

--

unique and unusual."
The members of the band are
extremely dedicated to the music
and have an overall goal to one day
perform for a living.
''We all live and die by writing
and playing music that we couldn't
think of a better way to make a living," said Winchell.
Writing and playing is only a
glance at the drive this band has
to have to succeed in the music
industry. What is really needed to
succeed is lots of time, effort and
resources.
"Its kind of like a part time job,
but its really worth it," said drummer Erlemeier.
Each of the band members is
either a student or has a full-time
career. On top of that, each band
member puts in about two hours
of practice two days a week and
devotes four hours one day a week
for song writing. Also, depending
on the band's performing schedule,
they could have several concerts in
any given week.
Another obstacle the band had to
deal with was blending their various musical tastes.

''We are all different people - all
coming from different backgrounds
and like different music," said piano/synth player Johnson.
Financially, being a musician isn't
cheap; a pain the Melodramatics
know all too well.
For starters the band members
had to buy instruments and equipment which collectively cost them
thousands of dollars.
In order to publicize themselves,
the band had to pay for T-shirts,
CDs and recording costs.
''We have about $15,000 in equipment," said Johnson, "We've got a
lot invested."
She added that being able to play
for a great crowd makes all of the
time and effort worth the work.
One of the best features about
the Melodramatics is their ability
to appreciate sound and to blend
music.
"I really love how much everybody brings to the table, how much
diversity there is - Ranelle comes
with a classical jazz background,"
said Galle. ''I come from a classical
background, Jake comes from pop/
folk rock background, Chad, [on

----- --- -----------

- -

-

PHOTOS BY LARAMIE CARLSON/ STATESMAN

The Melodramatics playing at the Tap Room.

percussion] trained in jazz, and Joe
brings an indie rock/ blues guitar
background."
The Melodramatics have played
all over the state in cities such as
Duluth, Rochester, Minneapolis,
Mankato and Eau Claire, among
others.
While they love the music and
performances, being able to play
hasn't always been as easy as booking a show. Starting out, the Melodramatics had a really hard time
getting anybody to pick up on their
talents.
MELODRAMATICS to page 12

-
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Special packaging damages game

LOS ANGELES, CA (AP)-Rodney Dangerfield's widow says
that even in death the comedian can't get any respect.
Joan Dangerfield filed a lawsuit Thursday in Los Angeles
County Superior Court to stop the airing of a videotape of
Dangerfield in his later years that his widow says was never
intended for the public.
The comedian, whose catch phrase was "I don't get no
respect," was 82 when he died in October 2004 ..
The suit claimed that producer David Permut, a former
friend, has more than 200 hours of video footage of Dangerfield taken at his home during the last few years of his life.
The material is "highly private, extremely sensitive and very
personal," according to the lawsuit.
Much of it shows the comedian in ill health and "was never
intended to be made available for viewing by the public," the
suit said.
A call to Permut's company, Permut Presentations of Beverly Hills, was not immediately returned Saturday.
The suit claims that Permut has shown some of the material
to a writer and a newspaper-reporter and is editing the material into a documentary called "Respect" that he hopes to air at
the Sundance Film Festival next year.
The action also claims Permut violated an agreement he had
with Joan Dangerfield giving her joint control of the material.
It seeks court orders barring Permut from showing the footage
until the dispute can be settled through arbitration.

BY ALLIE BENTRUO

STATES!AA>l STAfl' WRITER
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SEA'ITLE, WASH (AP)-Within hours
after die-hard fans finally got their hands
on a copy of "Halo 3," blogs brimmed with
reports that special limited-edition packaging is scratching the video game disks.
Microsoft Corp., which owns the studio
that makes "Halo 3," responded quickly on
its Xbox Web site with details for a replacement program. Customers can fill out a form
and send in their scratched limited-edition
disks for a free exchange tbrough the end of
December.
A Microsoft spokesman and a member
of the company's outside PR firm did not
immediately respond to calls and e-mails
from The Associated Press requesting more
information.
Microsoft is selling the limited-edition
version, which comes in a tin decorated with
the "Halo 3" logo, for $70. A regular copy
of the game costs $60, and a ''legendary"
version, which comes with a replica of the
helmet worn by game protagonist Master
Chief, costs $130. The game officially went
on sale early Tuesday.
Richard Mitchell, the lead writer of
the Xbox 360 Fanboy blog, said one of the
disks that came in his limited-edition set
is scratched but the damage didn't seem to
interfere with its playing.
The AP received several review copies of
"Halo 3''. in limited-edition tins. Both the
game disk and an "essentials" disk · had
come loose from plastic housing designed to
keep them in place. The game disk had been
scratched but seemed to work fine.
Microsoft has been plagued by Xbox 360
problems in recent months. In July, the
software maker said it would spend more
than $1 billion to repair broken Xbox 360
consoles, and in August it disclosed that
some Wireless Racing Wheel game controllers were overheating and smoking.
Since its launch, the Xbox 360 has outsold
Sony Corp.'s next-generation PlayStation 3 console, but it hasn't been as popular as

ASSOCIATED PRESS

A damaged copy of the popular video game "Halo 3."

Nintendo Corp.'s Wii. Investors and analysts are watching whether Microsoft can
turn a profit in the division that makes the
Xbox 360. Microsoft, which expects to hit
that milestone in the current fiscal year,
has said "Halo 3" is one part of its strategy
for reaching that goal.
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from angering people very close to you. It is
very important nonetheless, to remain a good
listener and be available for support.

BY RENAE CONRAD
STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

Sept 23 - Oct l l
Your creativity will be
very strong this weekend,
take full advantage of this
opportunity and do not be
afraid to take all the credit.for your brilliance.

Oct" 23 - Nov 21
You are on high guard this .
week and may even be
defensive when it comes to
the littlest of jokes. Take ..,.....,.....,;
down your walls Scorpio; life is short, laugh a
little.

The first of the month will
be a really productive day
for you and will leave you .
feeling delighted with the •
workyou haveaccomplished.
Make sure you reward yourself in some way for
your hard work or you may not have as much
motivation the next time.

May 21 - June 20
A caffeine overdose early in
the week may serve as a very
useful way to accomplish
your responsibilities.
It's
important however, to not make this a habit.
You don't need the extra energy to boost you
through the week; the stars will naturally
provide you with your second wind to carry out
your tasks.
1

Nov 22 - Dec 21
really
close

Dec u

Apr 20 - May 20

- Jan 19

Jun 21- Jul 22

You often find yourself
seeking constant control
of the aspects in your life
that you have no power
over. Self control will be needed mid-week
as something very emotional occurs, and
there isn't anything you can do about it.

Wit h the moon in Gemini
you will finally feel yoursel f
calming down. Take th is
time to complete the little
things you've been meaning to do but haven't
had time for. The red signs are all around you
Cancer; it's time to slow down .

Jan 20 - Feb 18
You are on the right track to
a very successful endeavor,
but around the 3rd a conflict
._;.....,....,......,.__,,_ will arise that may set you
off course. Aquarius, do not let this throw you
off; your determination will prevail in the end.

Feb 19 - Mar 20
You may be feeling down
lately for reasons you are
It's
unable to pinpoint.
important to take time out
of your schedule think about
what it is that makes you happy, and not be
afraid to indulge in those activities.
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Continued from 10
Yet
the
members
remained diligent and
slowly began to receive
recognition.
They've
played shows for Duluth's Home Grown Music
Festival for a couple years
and have opened up for a
few bigger bands.
The band has also had
to deal with several other
problematic situations.
"There is lots of
lack of sleep," said
Erlemeier. ''We
have such an
intense
sound
that I get blisters from my
drumsticks, and
I always wear
ear plugs. But
sometimes
it is pretty
loud."
Ag a in ,
time consumpt io n
1s another
crunch
for the band
members.
''We all have to give up

our time for the band
We're always
on the road," said
Johnson.
While
Melodramatics are definitely
on their way, the band
has encountered a few
roadblocks and will definitely encounter more
before they get to where
they want to be.
If you want to
check out the
Melodramatics, see their
MySpace
music page.
There you can
find some sample recordings
and decide
for yourself
whether or
not t hey
are worth
a
closer
listen.

Amber Vesel is at
vese0024@d.umn.edu.
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Aug 23 - Sept 22.
Your subtle confidence and
quick wit will attract the
attention of a onlooker next
week and with the help of - ,_• - -- ~
lovely Venus, passions may
even ignite as you head into the weekend.
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Renae Conrad is at
conr0109@d.umn.edu.

What are your thoughts on the hor~scopes?
E-maH us at statesma d.umn.edu.
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You'll require patience while
communicating with friends
and family this weekend. Be
really careful as to what you
say and what you mean by
your conversation; word choice will be crucial.

Mar 21 - Apr 19
Staying neutral in a fight
between two friends this
week will serve as the best
means possible to keep
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A//;e B's '1/ollywood

BY ALLIE BENTRUD

STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

Despite all my best efforts to avoid
the topic of Britney Spears, which I
successfully did last week, she seems
to be the main person Hollywood
is talking about. What isn't going
wrong in her life right now? '
The mother of two has been going
through custody trials this past
week, where she was ordered to do
regular drug tests.
Apparently unfazed by this, Ms.
Spears was spotted out clubbing
that same night, according to Perezhilton.com.
Britney's lawyer and manager
quit this week, and to top off what
may be the worst month she's had in
a long time, she was charged with a
Hit-and-Run and driving without a
license, according to People.com.
Last month, Britney was video
taped by paparazzi when she hit a
car in a parking lot and did nothing
about it. The California and Louisiana resident also never applied for

13
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a license in the state of California,
and despite being pulled over several times, has been able to sneak by
without a license until now. Not sure
how she'll turn this one around, but
best wishes.
Actress Salma Hayek gave birth
to her first baby, a little girl named
Valentina, according to People.com.
I'm hoping this means she will stick
to behind the scenes roles for the
new Ugly Betty season, which starts
its tonight at 7 p.m. on ABC.
Also, in baby news, Charlotte
Church (you remember her, right?
She used to sing ... ) gave birth to
a baby girl at her home in England,
according to People.com.
George Clooney and his girlfriend
were in a motorcycle crash last week,
and despite his years of playing a
doctor on TV, they still needed to be
taken to the hospital for professional
care. He suffered from a hairline
fracture and she, a broken foot.

Luckily, the couple both had helmets on and will make a full recovery, said People.com.
I understand if you were more
upset by the news that the handsome actor was no longer single,
rather than the news that he was
injured.
There were a lot of rumors swirling
around Hollywood this week about
who is and isn't together, and who
is or isn't pregnant. Here is a quick
update from Perezhilton.com.
J.Lo is NOT pregnant with twins.
Zac Efron and Vanessa Hudgens
did NOT break up (One can still
hope though, right?).
Heroes co-stars Hayden Panettiere and Milo Ventimiglia were
spotted getting cozy at an Emmy's
after party, despite their publicists
denying they are a couple.
For the sake of never wanting to
spell their lasts names again, I hope
they do become a couple so we can

just use the nickname "Halo," it's
cute, don't you think?
Kristin Davis of"Sex and the City"
IS pregnant, but only in the movieworld. "Sex in the City: The Movie,"
began filming last week and is set to
be released in 2008.
That's it for this week! Study hard,
those first tests may be daunting,
but just be grateful you aren't Britney Spears. Safe to say, she has it
worse.
-Allie

Allie Bentrud is at
bentO 131@d.umn.edu.

Come down FRIDAYS
a date with ...

Remember...
It's what's Inside
that matters.
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Continued from page 1

said, ''We need to stop, take
a minute, and think about
what we're doing."
The proposed amendment
came after complaints from
traditional residents to the
city government over noise
levels and a lack of parking
space in neighborhoods with
heavy concentrations of student residents.
"Neighbors have shown
great concern," Stauber
said. "These neighborhoods
weren't designed for four or
five or six cars per household."
The amendment would
have affected all single family dwellings within the
Duluth city limits, including
those with over 4 bedrooms
or enough space to house
over 4 people.
"I see no logical reason for
it," UMD junior Ben Skinner
said.
Bob Bruce, the director
of the Planning Commission, which recommended
approval of the amendment
to the ordinance in a 7-2 vote
on Sept. 11, said financial
strain on students wasn't
much of an issue in effecting
the commission's decision.

CLINIC

"Our responsibility 1s to
the city as a whole," he said.
"But I don't see this as preventing new students from
coming to UMD "
Bruce said the failed
amendment was one of many
solutions to the noise and
parking issues in residential
neighborhoods.
He said it would have dispersed students more evenly
throughout the city, easing
the burden on long standing
residents.
"These things don't fix
themselves," Bruce said.
Numerous proposals aimed
at solving the perceived
problem of student noise and
parking issues have come
before the city council in the
past.
An ordinance proposed
by Stauber wa·s previously
passed by the city council
which required all one or two
family rental properties to
have at a least two off-street
parking spaces, in addition
to one more parking space
for each bedroom in excess
of three.
The ordinance also said
that no new rental licenses
would be issued for properties within 300 feet of a current rental property.
However, under the ordi-

Continued from page 1
About 40 percent·of the program's staff has suffered from
an eating disorder.
The clinic focuses on providing an atmosphere that is
comfortable with a residential
style and most importantly, a
heavy emphasis on safety and
confidentiality.
''The care is very individual
and it's not a cookie-cutter
environment. It can be hard to
make that first phone call and
we want people to trust us and
feel comfortable," Brown said.
"I am proud because we do this
very well."

nance, none of those provisions applied to already
existing rental properties.
"That ordinance wasn't
effective because the existing properties were grandfathered in," local landlord
Darryn Moline said.
The new amendment proposed by Stauber would have
had a much more immediate
effect.
If it would have passed, the
amended ordinance would
have taken effect after 30
days. All current leases
would have been allowed to
continue until their expiration, but after that, no existing rental houses (unless
exempted by a "special use"
permit) would have been
exempt from the ordinance.
This would mean the possible displacement of many
students living in houses
with more than 4 unrelated
people, an unpopular notion
with students in attendance
at the council meeting on
Monday.
''We have every right to
be here," said UMD student
Thomas Deminico to the city
council.

Eric Ludy is at
ludyx002@d.umn.edu.

Brown and Nielson said that
the program also looks at the
day-to-day life of a client. The
underlying issues that have
manifested in a person's life
are often a trigger and the disease is often about much more
than food. It could be a coping
method to rise above tragedy,
transition or to deal with life.
In the digital age of airbrushing and using multiple body
parts, the perfect woman or
man is never perfect enough;
much of what the public sees in
advertising is false.
"People with an eating disorder have a distorted view
of what's 'normal'. Some can

WATERS

Continued from page 1

ited to, PBC's, fecal coliform, pesticides, mercury,
and excess nutrients, with
the single largest problem
being excess phosphorous.
"Phosphorous and other excess nutrients can
over-fertilize
our lakes
and streams, which then
adversely impacts the recreational use of those affected
waters," Lotthammer said.
The over-growth of algae
produced by those nutrients
impairs swimming, boating and other recreational
activities.
Turbidity is another leading problem in the lakes and
rivers of our state, accounting for approximately 20
percent of the total impairments. Turbidity measures
particles in the water, such
as sediment or algae, with
higher turbidities reducing
the penetration of sunlight
into the water and affecting
the aquatic life within it.
The fish and other organisms that dwell in Talmadge
River, Lester River, Rock
Creek and others within the
Lake Superior watershed
are all being affected by
an overabundance of sedi-

brush it off when they pass a
''Vogue" in the grocery store
and some will be left spiraling
out of control," Nielsen said.
The clinic is well known
through word-of-mouth advertisement and accepts most
types of insurances. For ,
more information, go to the
Emily Program Web site at
www.emilyprogram.com or call
(651) 645-5323.

Dayna Landgrebe is at
land03 57@d.umn.edu.
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mentary run-off, primarily
caused by human activity.
In addition to the assessment of individual lakes
and rivers, Minnesota has
a statewide listing for mercury contamination in all of
the state's waterways. Mercury is a naturally occurring
substance, but most of the
mercury in our water bodies is generated by human
activities.
Several rivers within the
Lake Superior basin are
affected by excess mercury
in water and fish tissue,
and it is strongly advised
to minimize consumption of
fish from most Minnesota
Waterways.
After obtaining considerable public input through
meetings scheduled this
fall, the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency will submit
their list of impaired waters
to the Environmental Protection Agency for final
approval. Public meetings
regarding this year's list
will be held from 1-3 p.m.
on Oct. 1 at the Duluth PCA
office and on Oct. 2 at Rainy
River Community College
in International Falls.
Emily Darrel is at
darre007@d.umn.edu.

DEPRESSION

Continued from page 5
licensed psychologist,
Karen Marsh. ''People
come in and talk about
how they feel, and if
you ask them if they
are depressed, they
don't really know how
to answer it. They don't
see it as a disorder, they
see it as the way they
are."
Although depression
is common, according to
the U.S. Census Bureau,
54 percent of people
believe depression is a
personal weakp.ess.

''People should not
hesitate to come in and
ask for help," said Stronach. "A lot of times the
first thing that happens
is the student stops
going to class and they
get tired and careless,
and it is our goal to keep
students in school. We
need them to come to us
so we can do that. It's
not a big deal to come in
and get help. We are all
here standing by ready
to help if you need it."
Kendra Richards is at
richa551@d.umn.edu.

Do you kno"' of so111e ne"1s that "1e should cover?
E-mail your ideas to statesma@d.umn.edu.
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6th Annual Weber Concert
~Sepeembe,'27,2007- 7-.30pm - $15
Mbel'MuslcHall (UMDCanpus)

Uniu.e't,j ittJ

LIQUOR

Enjoy_the Annual Weber Music Hall concert
with Paul Whiteman's original arrangement
of Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue" for winds
and solo piano featuring Thomas Wegren,
plus Thompson's "Frostiana" with chorus and
orchestra, and Jazz with UMD faculty and students.
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GUEST EDITORIAL

Recently three students at UMD were alledgedly caught downloading music illegally. The Record Industry Association of
America, (RIAAJ has recently been "cracking down" on students
all over the country for file sharing. We asked you: Should
students be forced to pay either $3,000 to settle, or go to
court and face the possibility of charges as much as $750 per
illegally downloaded song? These were your responses:

Don't whine to me, fil e sha rers
Don't you h a te. it when you go t o the record store, decide on
the new White Stripes album because of the strength of the
song "Baby Brother" (perhaps the most eargasmic rock-androll song ever) only to get home and find out that "Baby Brother" isn't actually on the disc? It's only available as a bonus
track-no single-on iTunes, which means you'll have to buy t he
whole album again.
If you could, you would punch iTunes, J ack White a nd the
whole stupid recording industry in the face . (Well, maybe not
White; you've heard h e's pretty tou gh .) There is a nother option
though. The kick to the metaphorical balls of the recording
industry that is file sharing.
So the big bad recording industry is taking some UMD students to task for illegal sharing of copyrighted files, but the
students doing the file sh aring will get no sympathy from me.
I've been robbed enough to hate thieves of all kinds, which is
exactly what these file sharers are.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Of the four sentences ·attributed to me like I support The Statesman's role in trainin "Students Invited to Strike for Peace ing budding journalists. And second, it was
Friday'' (Sept. 20, 2007, p. 4), three were implied that I played a role in organizing
altered from what I actually st at ed and the the Strike for Peace. While I have orgafo urth was completely fabricat ed. This is nized a nd participated in variou s war-relatnot a matter of my misremembering what I ed actions at various times, I cannot claim
told your reporter. The interview was con- credit for organizing the Sept. 21 events.
ducted entirely through e-mail, so I have a
Considering that I chose my words very
carefully, I do not believe it is asking t oo
written record of what I said.
While the alteration in one of the sen- much that they be reported accurately.
I am always h a ppy to be interviewed by
tences was admittedly not substantial, the
cumulative effect of the cha nges and the The Statesma n, as I have been previously,
but I do ask that I at least be quoted accufabrication greatly concerns me.
First, I was made to sound condescending rately.
DON'T to page 17 with respect to student activism, which is
not a sentiment I wish to convey. Indeed, Editor's Note: Please read page 2 for the correction.
I won't stop downloading
my views generally run in precisely the
The issue of file sharing has reached an all time high now opposite direction; I support and admire Scott Laderman
that college campuses have begun to take a stand. With major students' eff9rts to be politically active, just Assistant Professor of History
record labels threatening civil liberties across the country,
campuses found in non-compliance can face serious troubles, GUEST EDITORIAL
but for what? This is the question I just cannot seem to find an
'Mediocracy' is due to unequal school funding
answer for. Because m my humble opinion, it just doesn't make
sense.
Two weeks ago when I ers in on some of the history find their way into educaWhy would I want to go out and pay $15 for a CD that has eagerly picked up my week- and basic principles of the tion and the ears of trusting
maybe one or two good tracks on it? Better yet, why would I pay ly copy of the UMD States- voucher system.
youths. While I realize that
one dollar for just one song, when I can download it for free? man, I was surprised to find
The first time vouchers this is only a small minority
That is the question millions of people (not just teens either) an article regarding educa- were demanded for in their of the type of schools that
are asking themselves as they face court cases and fines of up tion (outside of UMD) with- current form and title was would arise in a competitive
to $150,000. That's a little pricy for one song don't you think? in its pages. As I read your in 1956, shortly after Brown market, for many the prosI don't see it as stealing or jeopardizing a career; I see it as a article, however, I began to v. Board of Education. The pect of, as Jonathon Koloz
multimillion-dollar artist making 10 cents less this quarter. I grow very concerned. You program was the effort of put it, "Pat Robertson Acaddon't think that 10 cents is such a big deal.
advocated for the privatiz- some misguided Southern emies and Louis Farrakhan
I doubt that my downloading one song will cause them to go ing of public education in a families to [a".oid] the court Academies" is enough to put
into debt, start a drug dependency, be unable to afford "Little way that has since the 1950s ordered integration of pub- voucher programs out of
Johnny's" private education in Beverly Hills or be forced to been called the voucher sys- lic schools. This is one of mind.
make their kids pay for their own college tuition (at the college tem.
Since the 1950s, one promthe many fears of current
they probably won't ever attend anyway). I do sincerely wish
Before I begin my point- opponents of vouchers: That inent question has arisen
someone would tell me how my refusing to further the income by-point retort of your arti- discriminatory ideology or
SCHOOLS to page 17
WON'T to page 17 cle, allow me to fill our readreligious extremism would
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Continued from page 16

among parents favoring voucher
programs: If I am currently pay. ing tuition for my child to study at
a private school and I am still paying taxes that go to public education,
aren't I just paying for school twice?
Why can't I decide where my money
goes? This is a horrible mindset of
capitalistic society, and a very troubling one. Why are people looking at
education as a commodity, such as a
haircut or car? Education is the literal preparation for the future. Even
if your child goes to a great institution, there will be plenty of people
left at schools with low resources and
even lower hopes. As Jonathon Kozol
(whose arguments buffer a considerable portion of this article) wrote in
his latest book, "Letters to a Young
Teacher," ''We're not just buying
something for ourselves, we're buying something for the benefit of the
community in which we live ... and
ultimately the nation.'.' The few people whose private education you paid
for will not surround you; everyone
will surround you.
To now address your article, I'd like
to begin with the point that is the
heart of your argument. You say that
capitalism is an inherently better

system for schools than the current
one in place. Market analysts indeed
believe that today the "K-12 Market"
will be highly profitable, and the parent corporations running privatized
schools would end up very wealthy;
just look at John Chubb, CEO of Edison Schools (a for-profit private education company). Where does that
profit come from?
The main principle of capitalism is
the end result of profit. Proponents of
vouchers rarely-mention this idea and
certainly not to the inner city families they preach this system to. Wall
Street already calls this the next big
thing but I really want to know how
a school could morally have profits.
Obviously, not all the money that
each child would take in his voucher
for school or in the tuition paid by
parents is used to educate; some will
give a CEO and his investors a handsome return.
You also stated that this program
would raise test scores by getting
students out of schools that "celebrate mediocrity," as you so candidly put it. Do you really think the
amou nt of money per student in ,each
voucher would buy tuition at a highperforming private school? Obviously, it would not. Yet this is what lowincome families are led to believe by
voucher-touting politicians. So then
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you must believe that each low performing student would have a great
chance to go to one of the "savior"
charter schools and privately owned
business-schools that would erupt
from the inner city countryside.
I keep this argument centered on
low income, inner city and impoverished students, because those are the
students whose scores have really
dropped over the last few years. Strip
away those scores and you'll find that
American schools are top of the line.
What, then, would keep those new privately owned schools from simply not
accepting low-performing students
(the same students who would be the
only ones who could possibly benefit
from this new choice in schools)? As
a business model, it's all the school
could do. If the scores of these students would lower their school average, their high performing students
would find better schools, and then
their-profit margin would diminish.
Wouldn't it be easier to simply give
each child's public school the same
amount of money per student? It's so
simple and brilliant. Give each child
the same chance to succeed without
the problems presented by vouchers.
This, however, isn't as simple as it
sounds. An average inner city school
child gets nearly half of the amount
of money each student yields his or
her school in a suburban school. Com-

--NEW & EXPANDED--

UMD STUDENT

WEB CONTEST 2008

Up to FIVE $500.00 prizes will be awarded!
Undergraduate and graduate students working with an identified faculty or departmental
sponsor are invited to enter a Web Site Development Contest. Starting in 2008, this long
running contest will be expanded to include the following options:
*develop a new web site for an undergraduate course
*significantly update or enhance an existing wed site for an undergraduate course
*develop a new web site for a campus department or organization
*develop a multimedia application for a course or campus ·department that enhances
teaching and learning

To qualify, the projects must have been created on or before January 25, 2008. These
projects must accomplish' one or more of the following in order to be eligible for a prize:

For contest details

www.d.umn.edu/itss/etrg/webcontest.html
If you need a faculty/ departmental sponsor, or if you are a faculty member
and need a student, please contact Sheri Pihlaja at spihlaja or x6975.

WON'T

Continued from page 16
gap for someone who
barely finished high
is ruining his or her
life. Maybe if I could
be convinced that that
the people who actually wrote the song
are going to delve into
poverty, than maybe I
could sympathize. But,
seeing as they get royalties every time the song
is played, I doubt that
will happen either.
So in my defense as
a music-downloading
junkie, I won't stop
downloading. I will
simply stop using the
UMD Internet and
keep my laptop filled
with illegal tracks at
home. Because I doubt
those celebrities that
I am "stealing'' from
aren't doing the exact
same thing.
Courtney Wright
School of Business & Economics
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bine in other challenges, such as the
massive English fluency problem in
impoverished regions and there is a
serious problem.
A good question to ask is why No
Child Left Behind requires children
who are not fluent in our language to
take the same test as those who have
lived here their whole lives. It amazes me that, knowing this, people still
talk about Adequate Yearly Progress
(AYP). Then, when schools fail to
meet AYP, the federal government
pulls resources from already struggling (because of unequal resources
to begin with) schools. This, however, is a matter for another article.
It just goes to show how complicat ed
the public school system's problems
really are.
In closing, next time you feel you
need to write an article about reforming American schools, write a letter
to your congressman instead. Ask
him or her why they won't give all
children the same preparation for
school that they give their own children. Ask them if all children don't
deserve an equal chance t o succeed.
When they hesitantly say that all
children do, ask then why inner city
schools get less than half the chance.

Derric Johnson
School of Education & Human Services

DON'T

Continued from page 16
Before I trample these kids
with my high horse though, I
must admit I've done it too. I was
stealing Pearl Jam bootlegs off
Napster long before it was controversial. The only real difference is
that when file sharers started getting pinched, I started paying a
buck a song, and I haven't bought
a lemon like Buckcherry since.
It seemed the prudent course,
with what the risks were and all.
I mean - Dr. Dre and Metallica
were pissed - and I know better
than to throw down with Dre.
So don't whine to me; file sharers, because in the dictionary
next to "entitlement generation" is your picture. You make
the rest of your peers look like
spoiled brats. And don't give me
that crap about how CD's are too
expensive either; Music isn't a
necessity. Even if it is, maybe you
could go without the half-ounce
of weed you smoked last night or
something?
Chris Olwell
College of Liberal Arts

• •

W.Va. case is a hate crime
BY BRIAN PELTIER
STATESMAN STAFF WRITER
Stabbed and beaten; forced to drink out of the
toilet and eat dog and rat feces; scalded with hot
water; choked with a cable cord; sexually assaulted, all of this while being called racial slurs.
The disgusting and malicious actions described
above happened to Megan Williams, a 20-year-old
African American girl from Big Creek, W. Va. The
six captors were Danny J. Combs, 20; Karen Burton, 46; her daughter, Alisha, 23; Bobby Brewster,
24; George A. Messer, 27; and Frankie Brewster, 49.
The Oxford Dictionary defines hate as: intense
dislike, hostility, to loathe, to detest and to despise.
Do any of the above actions contradict
this
definition
in
any
way?
A West Virginia hate crime has a maximum of a
ten year sentence. But the six suspects that allegedly did this to Megan won't have to worry about this,
because one of them knew her before this happened.
According to an article found at MSNBC.
com, "No federal hate crime charges in torture case," Megan had a social relationship
with Bobby Brewster, one of the captors.
''If true, that evidence would undercut the bate
crime law, which applies to crimes motivated by

racial hatred and not by non-race-related conflicts."
When six twisted, Texas Chainsaw Massacre
freaks from West Virginia torture and degrade a
young woman, while repeatedly calling her racial
slurs, and yet this doesn't constitute a hate crime,
our justice system is backwards to say the least.
Four of the six of Megan's captors were related to one another. A mother and son were
involved and a mother and daughter were
involved in Megan's torture. Nice family reunion.
I've tried to think about this scenario and
the events that took place, trying to put
them into perspective, and simply cannot. I
don't believe I have ever seen a movie this
bad, this twisted and simply dehumanizing.
Even after watching countless hours of desensitizing movies and news, this story is still shocking. How could anyone participate in such disgusting acts of hate, ruining a young girl's life?
Although Megan's captors were not charged
with committing a hate crime, what they did
to her was blatantly out of hate. I could easily
say that there must have been drugs and years
of psychotic issues that were involved in this,
which I'm still confident played a role, yet it's
still difficult to fathom how anyone under any

ASSOCIATED PRESS
Defendant Frankie Brewster is led out of court Tues., Sept. 18.
circumstance could commit such odious acts.
One thing is certain: People such as these, if
you can call them people, should not be living
near anyone else; they should have their own
little village in the middle of Antarctica where
they can live happily and freakishly by themselves. I hope they throw the book at them.

Brian Peltier is at
pelt0080@d.umn.edu.

Parents should show more tolerance

time being, the film
would not be shown.
In the meantime,
they conducted a poll
asking parents in the
district whether or not
they would approve of
their children being
shown the film. They
were met with an
. even split, with half
the town opposed
and the other half
in favor of the film.
After
graduaAssoc1ATED
PRESS
t'
f
· h'19hly controvers1a
• 1•in the U.5.
us will
The topic· of same-sex parents 1s
d10n,
.d many
t h o hildr
ec1 e o avec
en.
BY BROOKE NALAND
One of the challenges that we will
STATESMAN STAFF WRITER
inevitably have to face is that of indocIn "That's a Family," a film shown to trination: What should be considered
third-graders in a New Jersey school private, and therefore the business
last December, to introduce one of the of the parents, and what should not?
families a young girl says, "This is my
In New Jersey, it is required
mom. Her name is Betty. And this is that schools teacb their children a
my other mom. Her name is Kim." diversity curriculum by the fourth
Many parents objected, and con- grade, in order to promote tolerance.
sequently, the Evesham school
Considering the aims of our govboard made the decision that for the ernment system in protecting the

interests of those who may be discriminated against, it makes sense
to start at a young age in this way.
However, when we begin to
consider homosexual men and
women and whether they should
be in that protected · group, we
encounter problems.
First of all, there is much disagreement over whether homosexuality is
a choice, and for some, whether it is
wrong. Therefore, some of the parents who protested against the film
"That's a Family" probably see homosexuality as wrong, but as behavior that should not be encouraged.
When you think about it, there
are many things people do that
others consider wrong, and are not
within the jurisdiction of the government. These, like ·homosexuality, are essentially contested ideas,
and as such, left up to the judgment
of the person. No one has the right
to, in any way, harm someone who
does things they do not agree with.
That is exactly what these diversity programs are trying to promote in

children-a willingness not to harm
someone who is different from them.
This doesn't mean that they are trying to teach children to be gay, or even
necessarily that they have to agree
with homosexuality. It is just a way of
showing them that homosexual men
and women, like everyone else, are
human beings deserving of respect
and consideration. If our schools
are not teaching us this, they're contradicting the ideal that we supposedly stand for as a country: equality.
One thing that parents have to
tolerate in sending their children to
school is the fact that someone else
will be taking part in their indoctrination. If they have a problem with
how this is being carried out, then
perhaps they should consider how
their own choices affect the situation.

Brooke Naland is at
nalan001@d.umn.edu.
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1101 WoodlandAve.

---------, ---------$5 $5 $5 Deal
3 med 1-topping
pizza $5 each

Customer pays Applicable Soles lax.
Deep Dish Of1d extra toppings additional.
DeUve,y charges may apply.
Exp. October 4th. '2007

- LateNight Special
2 for $10
2 med 1-topping
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Tax.

Deep Dish and extra toppings additional.
Delive,y charges may apply.
Exp. October 4th. '2007
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l O piece order chicken wings
or chicken kickers plus order
of cinna stix or bread stix

$7.99

Customer pays Applicable Soles Tax.

Deep Dish and extra toppings additional.
Delivery charges may apply.
Exp. October 4th. '2007
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$7.99
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1 large 1 topping
pizza
Customer pays Applicable Sates lax.

Deep Dish and extra toppings additional.
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Oefrvery chages may apply .
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Customer pays Applicable Sates Tax.
Defivery charges may appty.
Exp. October 4th. '2007

Your news.
Remember to check us

Deep Dish and extra toppings additional.

3-8 piece orders o f
Cheesy Bread, Cinna Stlx or Bread Stix
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Late Night Special
2 for $12
2 large cheese
midnight-close

-

$7.99

Customer pays Applicable Sales Tax.
Deep Dish and extra toppings additional.
Delivery c harges may apply,
Exp. Octo ber 4th. '2007
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out online as we update
the Web site and add

L
L
sunday-thursday 11am-1 am --- friday + saturday 11 am-3am --- open late to serve you better

to the blog!

online ordering available at dominos.com

want to receive special offers? give us your email address next time you order!
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throi.tgh
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Sun 1tam-5pm

Mon

Tues
Wed

Mondoy Night Poker l eague

.$1 Burgers/$1 F~ S·10pm

College Night: so naps

$3.50 Pitchers 9pm•2am
$1 Tacos/ .$1 Tate, .Rounds 5-IOpm
Captain Morgan $2
8•1 lpm

$1 Coneys/.$1 Fries 5·10pm

son aps/ $3.50 Pitchers a//<iay

Thurs

25( Chiek~ Wings S-IOpm

Fri

$3.50 Fish Fry 5 •1Qpm

Sat

Sun

$1.50 Long Necks 9:30· 11 :30pm

Live Music 10pm-2am
Pockerleague 4pm

Live Music 10pm-2am
FreePool allday

' VIKINGS game HAPPY HOUR
and FREE FOOD at Halftime

727-506 1

4766W Arrowhead Rd

Duluth, MN
• Statesman promotes "thinking before drinking"

..
THE NEW
Still from NBC C01ned-/series, "The Office.

,p

:low: Actor~ Walsh (Dr. Ad<lson For1,es

ontgornery)
Amy Brenneman (Or. VIOiet
Turner) in the~ey'sAnaiomy" .• ·ff
. "P
spin o
serres riv.ate Bractice!'

\

BY RENAE CONRAD
STAl'E5MAN Sl"Aff WIIITffl

A5 too new fall teJevimon line-up

Stil from CBS'snew realily sa'ieS wl<id Nation."

creeps up on us, two words typically
stand out above all others: "(.'rey's
Anatomy." As the tieries left us in the
midst of shambles last·year, many fans
were left wondering whioh charact.ers will be
returning for the .series, which characters may
be leaving this fall and wluit the heck is going to
happen with all those steamy love triangles.
'"Grey's Anatomy' is the one time all my roommates aze in the same room, together, watchmg
the TV and freaking; out! Sometimes \ll'e get a
little canied away and start yelling at the TV:
said Stephanie Brue~hoff. UMD junior.
Many new t.P.levision shows will be fiJJing the
airwaves in the nftxt few weeks and many old
favorites will be returning to the screen. If you've
had the TV on in the past. two months you've
probably noticed the commercials bombarding
your brain wit.h SOP.ne8 and plugs for the upooming television season. At ABC.oom the Web page
cou)dlt.'t be filled enouirh with advertisements for
all the new shows. ABC also seems to be honing

on old favorites like "Desperate- Housewives,"
ancing wit.h the Stars," "Ugly Betty," aod
•night is the start ofeveryone'i, favorite t1eries,
"'Grey's Anatomy."
"Desperate- How,ewives"
mainly on thtt

rocufle

eryday lives offive suburban housewivee-and
the drama, se~. money and uaxste-rylhat enlf the st.reels ofWitlt.eria Laoo. ABC's ,:lancing
ith the Stan" entertains audiences. with teams
celebrities pam,d up with protb88io11al danrerti
ho am judgP.d on complex matll(Jds of dancing.
hi11 i;easoo., M>me of tho oelebrities incluck Jane
ymour, Wayne Newt.on, Marie Osmond and
elanie Brown (Scary Spice).
'l'hurflf)ay night l8 a must-Me with back-to•
ck favorites: "Ugly Betty' atiil"Otey's A.oat.·
my." ~Ugly Retty" is a show ~ t
trihulalUI faced with family, relat:iri~(µps andtbe
r of what ii. becoming, eveeyone'a.fa~otite
erdog.
. .
Finally, it you have yet to become o b ~
e'

· h '"Grey's AnatoQ.tY," this eeaaon will hc,pefi.illy
you in. Emotion, •~ la1.1&bt,r, ttau.,. and
ltry doct.ors arc juit a h ofthe ,nany things
at pas.'! through tbilt dQore of Seattle Gr,ice
01pital.
·

•rm definite-lyex;dted tm'"Orey'&Anatomy,"

hecautll! I iove tlie drama, the doctors and I love.
McDream,,"'SaidUMD iiellhman Alfssa Raw1cP.s.
There )ire also .many brand nt,W !!!how1- that the
t1etworkt1 are pln~ting, Wednesday night alone
on ABC willi~, tJ.e. new "Greyla Anatotro"'

t1pin-ofr'1¾-iva~~ice"; Whwb ldlowt-U..B
of Addis6n ht;q{"~y'R Anatomy." The new.~ - ries "Pua~ Oai,siea" is about the ab.nm:~ Jim
of a young man _,1,o ba.r the ability to bring obback from the dnd ... including people, and·
the premiel'e CJt"Dirty Sexy Money" will por\tay
the complicated ~style of a wealthy A!Mricall

Family.

·, .

•rni excited 6>r tf:ae new seasons of'CSf and
'NCIS' because bc>tli 'finales were interuie and the.
oew episodes am g<>jlg to be largest eet ups eyer."
said I.eah Hapnc.r, mm Mnior.
NBC's new iallooDi(,dy ja "Chuck," the et.Qry.o f

a wmputer r e p ~ ~ lives -with m.~r ·.. .,

Ancl bet b o ~,Q iddenI, Cbuclra boring·tife·,~
get& turned ~~when.a friend 6:onihie

past oontads luut~pg the government think ,
Chuck ill a spy, TM~. which etars Z-.c)iaryt .
Un:11&ed it's pilo{la,t Monday .nipt arul will
re-run it again on Satlirday ai 8 P.·'1·
Also airing on NBC Chia fall Im. 1113W

epi•• ··..

of their old standby~ induding "Dealor No
·
Deal," "Law
(Cl, SVU)," "The Oflic&,•
Tonight a.fter "Oreys Anatomy" will prem..
"30 Bock:"~ and seve'h:11 others.
·
the new show "Big Shots," which. ill a e,hotv a(xmt
·fuur.~st friffdtf•llil they- ,va,- they deal with all · . Whether you're int.el'rited in investit(ating ·
of life's little bl>&tad\l$; n,a{nly women.
·
erj.Dle scenes, the seulives ofbored houeewives,
.or watehhw t~ lov~lives of extremely good~look;1
OBS is moatlysix,usiq on original re11\ityT'V
shows lib "Surrivor. China" and •Kid lfitjob.~
inc doctQn, this-~llwleri.6ion liile•up wi11~ :
which hil& been:..tely reviewed, as it capf.uyes ·
have eomethingl>i~~ JimiloeaJ ~
:. .
aho• time wri~-iq.i and t,reviewil visit abecobl, .·.
the utAlipic situation of a ll'OUP ofchildren who

re.

have~-~•
nmnillfrtbm-own ·
be..xemming
•nation•.

8BS:wiD also
their till4t-ltf
~lipws ~"OSI:~" "S~Jt." "Cold,
case" aqd "NCIS."

~._,-·'QJIL
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MON: $5 Domestic Pitchers 7-12
TUE: Karaoke 9-close
WED: Lo-Fi House Band 9:30-close
THUR: $ 5.00 Domestic Pitchers 7-12
Smirnoff & UV Drinks ~2.50 7-12

8;

~atchi:rer,

22

·· . . ,~ .-~

'Pher F'o

-~

etwork

°tba11 g.

<ltnes

(excludes RedBull and Bloody Mary's)

RIDAY: LIVE MUSIC with:

''Fired Up''
playing

OPEN>
11AM • 2AM
•S pool tables
•5 dart machines, 2 bar videos

•golden fee, silver strike bowling

Friday and Saturday

Come watch the VIKINGS

Ifs your money. Get it free. Experience

-FREE pizza @ Halftime
-Drink Specials when they score

The-·· ---.-. . .1"EF

,

_:

·

·

·, ..

:

r•

Bar·-& LOiiilnfJ .

. . ::

.

•fo~sball, air hockey big buck hunter·
•3b1g screen tv's and pull tabs .
. ...•,.... : .. ,.. -:' .. · :>•... ••"•"-'-..r,l:1-'

*The Statesman romotes "Thinking Before Drinking',2002 London R~. 724-9845

STREET
LEVEL
1120 Kirby Drive

yet another Park State Bank advantage at the
following FREE ATMs:
Lake Aire Bottle Shop 2530 London Road
Dewitt-Seitz Madlelplace 394 S. lake Avenue ·
Vista Cruise Gitt Shop {seasonal)
323 Harbor Drive
Lille Sloraa
231 N. Central Avenue
1831 W. Superior Street
1301 Commonwealth
7002 Grand Avenue
2630 W. Superior Street
Pa.ti State Bank
1106 88th Avenue W.

PARK

~Tf!~

FORHRRD FIRST

2630 W Superior Street • 218-722-3500 • www.parksuneoank.com

BK

EXPRESS
109 Kirby Plaza

LOWER
LEVEL
175 Kirby Student Center

FREE

BURT'S BEES

Save your
FOOTBALL GAME

ticket!

20o/o
off
UMD Wear & Gifts with

Go Bulldogs!

..___

your UMD football ticket•

._,ne Hem per ticket per purchase.
Not valld on any otller offers.
Offer good SATIJRDAY & SUNDAY
of the game you attended.
IN STORE ONLY.

Students: Use your U Card for all your purchases at UMD Stores!
126-8s20 • 126-1286 • 1 (866) 126-uM01

.............

umdstores.com

TERRY
TOTE
with $20 min. purchase
of Burt's Bees products
(whlle supplies last)

SEPTEMBER 24-30
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GOTA NOTEBOOK? GOTA PEN.
The Statesman is looking for staff writers
for any and all sections.
To land the job, apply at or stoP b:Ythe office
at 130 Kirby Student Center,just across from
the Kirby Information desk. ·

.......

,\
ii

)

An Apartment to YOURSELF!
Efficiency, one and two bedroom apartments for rent.
Close to the downtown area. Bayftont Park, hospitals and
schools. Many units have wonderful views of the harbor
and Lake Superior. Nicely maintained apartments and

grounds located on a dead-end street in a quiet neighborhood. Laundry facilities, vehicle tank heater plug-ins and
off-street parking available.
Equal Hou ing Opportunity. HRA vouchers accepted.

l Plea e call 722..2568. Thie

0 \ 1-,(

,lz
'c FALK'S PHARMACY in Mount
............................

,f

1--:i'-G

Just What the Doctor Ordered...

.I FREE .:.· FALK'S PHARMACY OFFERS:
••
• · Easy pres<ription transfers
)

--

--------------- ----- ---·--·-

$10 Gift Canl : ·Rx plans cost the some here
: with ony new prestripliOII, : • Friendly, convenient senice &professionol advice
:
as anew potienl,
: • No lines to wait in ot Folk's
: OR mmsferred presaiptiOII :
: ..,...._....,..,.,...., : · Delivery of Rl"s &Emergen<y Services
•... _..a...,._.hl'I...., • ·Most insurances accepted ·
: •• w.r, ....... ~c...:
: ........ lilftllalil&&lolll2/IW :
:

-------

'···••111••··············-···
TRANSFERRING YOUR
r
PRESCRIPTION IS WY

~- _._. Simply tell us you want your prescription
filled here and we'll do the rest!

.

.

Royal Fine fo(ids!

---------·••--- ----·--·-

and Taite Management

The
newest

h tspot.
it staff
nd pizza stafff
vailable.

ntact Tyler

. 27.8555
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_True stories of animal molestation

BY TED NORGAARD
STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

We at the UMD Statesman
Humor Section are sometimes known for writing stories that are completely outrageous and obviously lies.
We do this for the sake of
humor. Whether or not it's
actually funny is up to you.
However, this week we felt
it necessary to tell the infamous tale of a certain Supe-

ASSOCIATED PRESS

rior, Wisconsin man's love
life. This stor y is completely
true. We felt this story was
more funny and disturbing
than any lie we could creat e.
The following facts used in
the story below were gathe.ced from the Superior Daily Telegram and the Duluth
News Tribune. Please enjoy.
Last fall, Bryan James
Hathaway was riding his
bike near the Murphy Oil

Refinery in Superior when
he noticed a dead deer in the
ditch next to Stinson Ave.
Hathaway said the sight of
the deer in the ditch aroused
him. He then moved the animal's carcass into the nearby woods, where he sexually
assaulted it.
Hathaway returned to his
home covered in blood and
hair from his encounter
with the deer. His home was
a transitional residence-better known as a halfway
house.
He had just recently been
released from prison regarding an April 2005 arrest
involving the shooting death
of a horse that he was allegedly trying to assault.
Shortly after arnvmg
home, a complaint was filed
about Hathaway's bloody
a ppearance. A police officer
and two department of corrections agents respo~ded
to the transitional residence
shortly thereafter.
Hathaway then claimed
he had been cleaning a deer
with his father. He later
admitted to having sex with
the deer.
At first Hathaway pleaded

~ t2\LETTERS TO PEOPLE

BY AUSTIN BOWYER

STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

Dear Horoscope Writer,
FACT- Horoscopes are for ladies wearing
jade earrings and Kiffa Beads. Although, my
Kiffa Beads help protect me from Fenrir,
Bigfoot and female presidential candidates,
all of who are threats to this nation.
QUESTION- Since horoscopes predict
elections, can we change it so that David
Nolan wins? As founder of the Libertarian
Party, he shows leadership and discipline,
which are two things we need in this coun-

try.

A truly free market will allow my beet farm
to flourish by not having to abide by all these
nonsense health regulations, although those
probably would have saved my cousin.
FACT- Dirty beets and dirty meats equal
emergency room retreats. I bet you could use
that in one of your horoscopes, how about for

Gemini?
QUESTION- Why don't horoscopes predict anything important, like if someone is
behind you and you have to quickly karate
chop his right knee while simultaneously
pulling his belt off and using it to restrain
and arrest him? It would have helped me a
lot this past weekend.
FACT- If you reported crimes that were
going to happen instead of vague "relax and
have fun" tips, our crime rate would plummet.
,
FACT- Police would be able to preemptively stop robberies, theft,.stealing, college
parties and the use of WMDs.
QUESTION- Why are you hurting America by not informing our law enforcement?
Sincerely,
Austin Bowyer
Austin Bowyer is at
bowy0004@d.umn.edu.

not guilty to a misdemeanor
charge of sexual gratification with an animal.
His public defender was
intent upon challenging
what constitutes an animal,
claiming that Wisconsin had
no laws on the books to protect dead animals, therefore
making the act perfectly
legal.
The charge carried a maximum of nine months in jail
and up to a $10,000 fine.
However, due to his prior
conviction dealing with the
dead horse, Hathaway faced
up to two year s in prison.
Eventually Hathaway was
found guilty. He received
no jail time. He was put
on probation, forced to be

evaluated as a sex offender,
and legally obligated to stay
away from animals.
On Friday, July 27, 2007,
at the Head of Lakes Fair
in Duluth, Hathaway broke
his probation by entering a
large-animal barn.
According to the official
report, Hathaway was spotted "staring at a cow" from
behind a post er board.
Hathaway admitted to
breaking his probation by
entering the barn, but claims
he was only there t o find a
friend. He was arrest ed for
breaking his probation.
Ted Norgaard is at
norg0042@d.umn.edu.

Reasons The Entire U of M System Is Evil
BY TED NORGAARD

STATESMAN STAFF WRITER AND ALL AROUND GOOD GUY

10. Anti-living wages; pro dolphins in canned tuna.
9. Multiple plans to build a secret underground lair.
8. Darth Vader was offered a high-level position in the
administration.
7. Board of Regents is heavily considering taking Iraq's
former seat in the Axis of Evil.
6. They are currently seeking a method that will allow
them to successfully steal Christmas.
5. Just to be on the safe side, they had Freddy, Daphnie,
Velma and Scooby-Doo killed. They wanted to get
Shaggy, but he's been locked up since the early '80s.
4. 2007/2008 school year: no smoking; 2008/2009 school
year: no Bill of Rights
3. All five campuses employ several career villains to fend
off James Bond.
2. The Morris campus is actually run by vampires.
1. Instead of sending Champ to rehab in mid-August,

after discovering the mascot's drug problem, they sent
him to live with Mike Vick.

Ted Norgaard is at
norg0042@d.umn.edu.
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Bullies team up, form a union

BY BOBBY DOWNS

STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

In an unprecedented move on
Tuesday, local bullies from two Winnipeg middle schools announced
that they are now receiving protection from their newly formed union:
The Union Bullies Section 317.
"It seemed like the most logical
thing to do," said renowned bully
Biff Granderson.
The newly formed union protects
bullies by effectively bribing student
council presidents, lunchroom supervisors and the principal's secretaries
into gra nting bullies free reign in
the middle schools.
Personal protection is offered at a
price of $5 a week, which some have

deemed unfair.
"It's basically a
syndicate. If you're
not with us, you're
against us," said
Section 31 7 spokesman Terry "Tank"
Thompson.
''We've
even
employed
the
nerds as our
accountants.
We pay them
back the lunch
money we would
normally be shaking out
of them," he said.
Although the unionizing was a relatively smooth process, there were

some setbacks along
the way.
contract
''The
negotiations
were
definitely
slowed
by those picky
bastards over at
Winnipeg Middle
School," Granderson admitted.
"But we did
what we had to
do, and physically overpowered
them."
This protection does
come at a price, however.
''We pay 30 percent of our collected lunch money, plus 25 percent of

25

all Snack Packs and other delicious
treats. We also forfeit 10 percent of
our weekly allowance from home.
That last one was really a sticking
point," said Thompson.
A common concern is the potential
impact on the community.
"People cannot pretend that we
don't give back to the community,"
said Thompson. "Every banana flavored Laffy Taffy that is bullied out
of students is returned to the student community immediately. Mostly because banana flavored Laffy
Taffy's suck cheeseballs."

Bobby Downs is at
downO 146@d.umn.edu.

Ifill::
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Taco Salad

Sung to Roy Orbison's ''Pretty Woman"
BY ERIC SIMON

STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

Taco salad, you have seasoned meat
Taco salad, the kind I like to eat
Taco salad, I'm gonna eat you
You know it's true
You've got to be my favorite food
Tacos
Taco salad, with two kinds of cheese
Taco salad, salad but not healthy
Taco salad, tacos without the pesky shell
I think eating you is swell
Taco salad, seasoned meat
Taco salad, tastes like feet
Taco salad, nacho cheese for me
Taco salad, si, si, si
Taco salad, sour cream
Taco salad, you're a dream come true
Yes I'll eat you
With my best spork
I hope you come with
Beef and not pork
Taco salad, you're such a hit
Taco salad, you are the shit
Taco salad, hold the olives OK
If there's olives on you, no way
I guess I could eat something else
There are other things to eat
But wait, what do I see?
Is my salad olive free?
Yeah, my salad's olive free
Eric Simon is at
O-Oh Taco Salad

simo0389@d.umn.edu.
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"
1st Annual Ul1D Homecomli;tqSo.ofire, Fitger's
Courtyard 8 - 10pm
free busses for students. Leave Ul10 Bus Hub at 7:30.
free root beer ktgs, snacks, and give-a-ways.
football players. UNO De.net team, and Pep Band ~iU be there!

HOMECOMING

i·,),-.

"This evtnt is far:'stiNlents, feculfy, staff, and alumni.
If It is raining -

ttie .vent will be CANCELLED and not rescheduled.

!

SATURDAY ,.iSEPT Z

Annual 5K Homecoming'Trail Run at Baglty Natufe Area at 10:00am
Cost is ll ~or Ul1D Students and $12 for ot~er$. · i;'!
You must register by'Zpm Sep 21 to guarantee a t-shlrt!
Race day registration is also
come (at BagleyJ,
.,

,%"

0

i¥m~

;r

~·

Tailgatjng Party starting at 11 :30 am in tlie Gold Lot right In front
of the Football Field. Free food for Students and TONS of free
give-a-waysf acuity, Staff, & Students are afl welcome!
Ul1D Football Game vs. Western Washinijton, 1:OOpm kickoff, marking
75 years of Ul1D football, The U11D 11arching Band will also debut for
the first time in 18 years at half-time! Sponsored by UHO Stores.

.
FOR 11DRE INFDRl1ATIDN VISIT

http://www.d.umn.edu/unirel/alumni/homecoming.html

toncert on the field-after the football game futuring White or Wheat
and Ashokin Rebellion so stay in your stilts!

·SATURDAY NIGHT
'

GRILL N' SALOON

ALLDAY
SUNDAY

20 oz. Cups Miller Lite

$2.50 (bar area only)

1722 Miller tmnk
722-9231

Featnrin!

NTN
Bii screen &Plasma

TV's in D

The Statesman promotes "Thinking Before Drinking"

Guitar Hero Contest
7pm-9pm • Sign Up 6-7

21 and older

FREE TACO BAR

During Mon. Night
Football &Vikings Games
(bar area only)
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Thank You!

2006-2007 UMD Faculty and Staff
Campaign Participants
Last year, 27% of UMD Faculty a_nd
Staff contributed gifts totaling
$393,332 to benefit UMD Students
and programs.
Lets join together and surpass
last years participation rate!

Abou Seraphin
*Adams Alice
Adams Stephen
Aggarwal Praveen
Aker Cheryl
Allen Mary
Anderson Ann
Anderson Cheryl
*Anderson Sabra
Aufderheide Arthur
Austin Jay
Autio Sheila
*Baeumler Leonore
Ballavance Brett
Sanford Jennifer
Bartlett Elizabeth
Basham Katherine
Barbara
Beattie
Beaudin Cynthia
Beaudin Robert
Beaudin Sharyl
Bell Geoffrey
Bennett Gordee
Benzie Daniel
Bergeron Ann
Berry Steven
*Bissonett Lorraine
Bloom Kenneth
*Bogen Iver
Boisjoli Stephanie
Boo Barbara
Boos James
Borchert Patricia
Boulger James
Bowman Jack
Branstrator Donn
Brekke John
Broderius Margaret
Bronson Michael
Brostrom John
Brown Charlene
Brown Erik
Brush Gloria
Bunten Tricia
Burns Stanley
Butterfield Brenda

Bye Lynn
Cameron Mary
Cane Gregory
*Caple Ronald
Carlson Jane
Carlson Jeffrey
Carlson Robert
Carr Lea
Castleberry Stephen
Cavanaugh Kora
Chalupsky Kathleen
*Chee Cheng-Khee
Chepelnik Steven
Cherro Molly
Christian Cindy
Christian Krisa
Clarke Benjamin
Colburn Timothy
Collins Donald
Colman Marian
Colman Steve
*Comstock Raymond
Cragun Penny
Crawford Stacy
Cudnowski Debra
*Das Ajit
David Jannifer
Davidson Lee
Decker Alan
Delano Patricia
Deneen Linda
Deputy Paul
*Dettmann Luella
Doane H Mitzi
Doty Jeanne
*Duff Mary
*Duff Thomas
Dunham Douglas
Durgunoglu Aydin
Eastman Linda
Ebert Christine
Eltink Jennifer
Erickson Barbara
*Erickson Jeanne
Erickson Joan
Erickson Lynne

*Evans Robert
Everett Vicki
*FadumAune
Falk Dennis
Farrell Pat
Fleege Edward
Fleischman William
Fox Gregory
*Franz Judith
Freundschuh Scott
*Friest Philip
Froncek Dalibor
Fulkrod John
Fuller Kathryn
Gallian Joseph
Gallup Christina
Gilbertson Kenneth
Gildseth Bruce
Gillett Julia
Glass Gary
Goel Sanjay
Good Deborah
Goodge John
*Grahn Joyce
*Grau Craig
Green Richard
Greene Betty
*Greene John
Greenwood Douglas
Greenwood Lynda
Grunwald Gregory
*Gum Dorothy
Haller William
Hanna Scott
Hansen Doreen
Hansen Elaine
Hansen Vicki
*Hanten Helen
Harkins Charlene
Harkins Kenneth
*Harriss Donald
*Hart Mara
Hartley Susan
Hautamaki Kathryn
Hedman Stephen
*Heller Geraldine

Heller Lois
*Herman Richard
*Hofslund Pershing
Holquist Gary
Holst Timothy
*Hoover Roy
Hovland Jane
Hudec Susan
*Ianni Lawrence
Isbell Thomas
James
Barry
James
Kang
Jenkins Louis
Jensen Douglas
Jesswein Wayne
*Johnson Arthur
Johnson Elizabeth
Johnson Jennifer
*Johnson Joann
Johnson Lawrence
Johnson Susan
Johnson Thomas
Jones Jennifer
*Junk Paul
Kaas Duane
*Kanter Hommey
Karim M
Karl Bryan
Karon Judith
*Ka ups Vaike
*Kendall Lytton
King Michael
Kinnear Linda
Klaber-Hartl Catherine
Klingner Jill
Knopp Lawrence
Knudsen Kjell
Kowalczyk John
Kragness Lucy
*Kraker Eleanor
Kritzmire Judith
Krueger Donald
*Kreutzkampf June
Krug Linda
Krumwiede Robert
Kunkel Lori
*Laliberte Patricia
Lalich Mary Lee
Lalich Michael
Laumeyer James
Laundergan J
Leathers Ruth
Lee Tali
Leek Joseph
Li Dahui
Lindeke Richard
Long Duane
Lounsberry Jane
Lyon Jeffrey
Mac Donald Susan
Maclin Richard
Maddy Jane
Magnuson Vincent
Maiolo Joseph
Maps Jonathan
Mareck Daniel
Martin Kathryn
*Matsch Charles
May Justin
Mayasich Joseph
Mc earthy David
McMullen Leigh
McMurrough Sharon
Mensinger Allen

Mensinger Robin
Mencl Jennifer
Menz Richard
Menzel Mary
Merrier Patricia
Miller Shannon
Miller-Cleary Linda
Millslagle Duane
Millslagle Jackie
Mizuko Mark.
Mooers Howard
Moore Skeeter
*Moran Kenneth
Morgan Sherise
Mork Bruce
Morris Darlene
Morris Katherine
*Morris Richard
Morton Penelope
Morton Ronald
*Nelson Glenn
Nemykin Viktor
*Newstrom John
*Nichol James
Nicholas Jeffrey
Nichols Karen
Nielson Bob
Niemi Gerald
Niemi Jennifer
Norr Scott
Novek Karen
Nuhring Pauline
Nygaard Robert
*Odlaug Lucille
*Ojakangas Richard
*Ojala Leonard
Olcott Linda
Olson Clyde
Olson Dorothy
Oman Karl
Ouellette Caroline
Pastor John
*Pearce Donald
Pearson Cheryl
*Pedrizetti Jean
Pelayo-Woodward, Susana
Perrault Rudy
Petersen-Perlman, Deborah
Peterson Anne
*Peterson Jerrold
Peterson Sandra
Peterson Timothy
Pierce Jon
Piotrowski Laura
Plass Karen
Poe Donald
*Powless Robert
Pratt Lisa
Prohaska Joseph
Pulkrabek Danielle
Raab Raymond
Ranelli Paul
*Rapp George
Raschick R
Rauschenfels Susan
Reeves Bruce
Reeves Lisa
Reitan Cheryl
Repesh Lillian
Repesh Vincent
Repinski Robert
Richards Candice
Riehl James
Rients Robert
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Riordan Kim
Risdon Kenneth
Ritmeester Tineke
Robbins Karin
Romano Jeffrey
Roth Neale
Roth Pamela
*Rutherford Bruce
Rutherford LeAne
Saarela Marvin
Sand Robert
Sather Mary
*Schroeder Fred
Schultz Jennifer
Schweigert Kyle
Schwetman John
Severson Mark
Shaw Tracy
Shearer James
Shepard Melanie
Shute Gary
Siders Paul
Siverson Susan
Skomars Diane
Skurla James
Skurla Rebecca
Smith Rick
Smith Shelley
Snyder Mark
Soleim Maryann
Sorensen John
Sozansky Basil
Sozansky Martha
Spillers Cindy
Spooner Peter
Sproat David
Stanfield-Johnson, Rosemary
Stech Harlan
Steger John
*Steinnes Donald
*Storch Neil
Strand Joyce
Stroik Lori
Stromme Karen
Sundin Patricia
Syrjamaki-Kuchta, Marian
Teske Barbara
Titus Barbara
*Tonge Cynthia
Topie Julie
Torrison Sharon
Treuer Paul
Turunen Ira
Vaidyanathan Rajiv
*Vander Horck Karl
*Vander Horck, Katherine
Vileta James
Wade William
Ward Patrick
*Wells Ingrid
Wendinger Michael
*Williams Robert
Winberg Trisha
Wing Deborah
Wohlhuter Kay
Wold Stanley
Wolf Dale
Wolfe Benjamin
Wolosz Carol
Wong Shee
Yelengi Nkasa
Zanko Carolyn
Zeitz Hudelson Eileen
Zimmerman Mindy
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Pool paddlers prepare for Lake Superior's waves
BY CINDI BUSWELL

STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

''Whoa! I could like, die," said
sophomore Jeremy Anderson. ''That
wouldn't be any fun."
That's a thought that some may
have when they consider what it
would be like to kayak on Lake
Superior. Anderson has seen people
out on the lake and decided to try it.
He's glad, however, that he chose to
learn the necessary skills first.
Maybe you've seen kayakers out
on the lake and wondered where
you could learn to do what they're
doing, but you don't want to look
stupid trying to figure it out. Or
maybe you've seen kayakers on Lake
Superior, and wondered why they're
not scared to death of tipping over
and getting lost forever in the cold,
dark water. Well, there's a group
here at UMD that can help you get
past those fears.
The Kayak and Canoe Club meets
at the UMD pool in the Sports and
Recreation Center every Monday
afternoon from 3-5 p.m., and
Thursday nights from 9-11 p.m.

CINDI BUSWELL/ STATESMAN

Several kayakers get ready for Lake Superior's waves by learning basic skills in the pool at UMD.

The first session is free. The group
averages about five to 15 people, with
the busiest night being Thursdays.
Freshman Elizabeth Shmikler,
who has canoed a lot before but
hadn't tried kayaking, has been to
three of the club's meetings so far.
"The instructors are really nice
guys," she said. ''They'll help you
out."
There are six certified instructors,
which makes it easy to get individual
help when it is needed. A few of the
participants in the club's activities
are also quite knowledgeable in the
art of kayaking, and are eager to
help out.

"It's one of those things that gets in
your blood, and you want to explain
it to people," said Lara Schroeter, a
junior who is also a kayak guide in
the Apostle Islands.
At the first kayak meeting, the
instructors teach you how to roll
your kayak and to get back up
again. Then they'll teach things like
"playboating" (tricks), and how to go
over small waterfalls.
"Sometimes the guys will put on
shows," said Schroeter. "It's pretty
cool."
The club will take beginners out
on a river, but if they want to do well,
it's suggested that they have at least
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two sessions in the pool first.
''The learning curve isn't too
steep," said Scott Ewen. "Kayaks are
kind of spinney, so it can be hard at
first, but you learn something new
every time you try."
The Canoe and Kayak Club is also
going to be co-sponsoring a big fall
event for Friday, Oct. 5. It's called
the Reel Paddling International Film
Festival. It will be held on .campus
in Bohannon 90. Ewen, one of the
officers of the Kayak Club, is pretty
enthusiastic about the upco~g
event.
''There'll be about six hours of
film showing, and there'll also be
awesome door prizes," Ewen said.
Tickets are on sale now for
this event. For more information
on the club, and its events, call
the Recreational Sports Outdoor
Program at (218) 726-7128 or e-mail
at rsop@d.umn.edu.

Gndi Buswell is at
buswe005@d.umn.edu.

Bowhunting season is upon us
BY WILLIAM LANDMARK

STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

Autumn is here and its fire is slowly burning
through the luscious green summer landscape.
That can only mean one thing: Bowhunting season
is upon us. Many Minnesotans have been waiting
all year for fall and for some the next three months
of archery season will be heaven.
According to the Minnesota Department
of Natural Resources Web site, Minnesotans
purchased 58,625 archery licenses in 2006, which
accounts for about 16 percent of the deer licenses
purchased in Minnesota. The allure of bagging a
mature deer is what entices hunters to the woods
year after year, and with almost two weeks of bow
season already under their belts, UMD archers
know what they can expect of the 2007 season.
A modern compound bow is only capable of
making good ethical shots at distances up to 40
yards, or 120 feet. Most hunters prefer to take
shots at deer less than 30 yards away. As a
comparison a hockey rink is only 85 feet wide, or
about 28.3 yards.
"[The distance is] the additional challenge," said
junior Travis Powers, about the lure ofbowhunting.
''You have to get closer and be more careful about
what you are doing in the bow stand."

Many archers reiterate this fact and can attest
that bow hunting requires more patience and good
judgment.
"In theory archery harvest should be higher,"
said DNR Habitat Specialist Larry Peterson.
"But the difficulty of being able to get a deer close
enough to shoot can be a problem."
Many UMD archers simply enjoy the solitude
and enjoyment of being in the outdoors.
"Not only is bow hunting fun and a real
challenge, but it is good for you," said legendary
archer Fred Bear. "The exercise in the fresh air,
the chance to get away from everyday pressures
and problems, a return to the basic relationship
between man and his environment."
His thoughts were echoed by UMD junior Jake
Sjolie
''It gives me time to get away and clear my
mind," said Sjolie.
Sophomore Cory Przybilla agreed, adding, ''I
don't have to worry about anything when I am out
there."
As with any sport there are certain goals and
expectations that these archers hope to meet.
When asked about the 2007 archery season it was
easy to realize that these guys know it will be a
good one.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

''It's going to be a really good season," Sjolie
said. ''I am already starting to see a lot of deer."
With an estimated 1.1 million deer in Minnesota,
according to the DNR Web site, all signs are
pointing to another banner season.
''I just like to try new areas and better
understand deer movements,"' Powers said.
William Landmark is at
landm023@d.umn.edu.
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The Statesman needs
an editor
.
for the student life section and
writers for any" section. · ·· '
Apply at or stop by the Statesman
office, 130 Kirby Student Center.
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Free Classifieds - Limited Time

Northland Websites.com
Northlandlnformation.com
NorthlandDirectory.com
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Monday Night Football
FREE

BAR

TACO JOHMi at half time

Tuesday: Texas Hold'em Tournament 7 pm ·
Wednesday:

Sunday:

C

::x:,

::x:,

C

z

ll'

Chinese Buffet during Happy Hour......_.
"Heavy J & The Fantastics,,

Thursday & digital

Friday:

0

KARAOKE 9 pm

sing any song you can think of

Vikings Specials free pizza at half time

*Statesman promotes "thinking before drinking"

501 E 4th St., Duluth MN, 55802 · (218) 727-3871

Daily Grind Coffee

50( OFF

Any smoothie or sp ecialty dnnk

uffl'r ,,,id~ 1 Cl 1

20 TANS FOR $30
25% off any
lotion at time of purchase

packag~_,. rnu',t be pw(hast."d hy 10/ 1 b1.1t t,rnning is CJOnc1 untd 12 l

"The Cleanest Beds in Town!"
7 2 9 -- 5746
'5l)94 ;\tiller Trunk H\\·v
Hermantown Square

/
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SUPERIOR SALON
1307 TOWER AVE.
SUPERIOR, WI. 54880

$40

KENEKES, downtown dulut h today for yours.

(715) 392-1316

109 W. Superior St.

MT. ROYAL SALON
1601 WOODLAND AVE.

WE DELIVER, OPEN 11 AM-2AM

LINKED ONLINE!

www.kenekesfood.com
750ML Chardonnay,
Cabernet, Merlot Or
Pinot Grigio

s991
l
11 .
_ __

forS49s

!!!!llllll!R~~

Bourbon Whisky

Evan
Williams

s15 97

APPLY AT·
Bacardi
Rum
130 KIRBY
97
STUDENT
Gabbiano
CENTER,. . · , Italian
Wines
ACROSS ri.l"'v' -1 _$ 97
!
FROMTHE /~n~ <
INFO DE5K.

FALL WINE SALE

~ -

·

24-Pack Bottles
Regular, Light Or Select

Budweiser
~ =11_,,~*.:'#;_Beer

"- /J;.
~~ l p
'

s1491

7S0ML Merlot, Cabernet

s791

Dante·Wines

6

NJ'l
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on-Sat 8am- l 0pm

h 9/29/07
Sale Prices
Go odI Throug
Entrance,
Dulut h • HOURS:
(Located ex t To Cub Foodsl
625 West Centra

=.•!

13 97
Beer

1.75 Liter

Karkov Vodka

$897
750ML All Types

Smoking Loon
Wines

750ML Chianti, Rosato Or Pinet Grigio

WINERY'I
¼_-··::..,. OFTHE
,MONTH _<"'_ --_ _ _ _ ___,

_i

Coors Light

Or Chardonnay

.s16

-~ #

24-Pack Cans Coors Or

coM1NG s00N1
Woodchuck
Ciders
~ : .... ......~--~.. __

Oak Creek
Wines

1.75 Liter

LOOKFOROUR

12-Pack Bottles
Sampler Pack
Or Amber

1.75 Liter
Light, Gold Or Select

,.,.

727-0550

_
722 4507
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UMD Theatre Season Schedule

FINE ARTS '

Department of Theatre

Urinetown, the musical · October 18 - 21 & 24 - 27, 2007
Dinner with Friends · November 29 - December 2 & 4 - 8, 2007
A Flea in Her Ear · February 14 - 17 & 20 - 23, 2008
Bus Stop · March 13 - 15 & 25 - 30, 2008
Dear Finder · April 24 - 27 & April 30 - May 3, 2008 · 10th Anniversary Performance
All performances at 7:30 pm, excluding the Sunday matinees at 2 pm.

Season tickets: $25-UMD students I $42-seniors I $56-adutts (5 shows for the price of 4)
Individual tickets: $6-UMD students I $11 - seniors I $15-adults

726-8561

I

www.d.umn.edu/theatre

The University of Minnesota is an equal opportunity educator and employer.
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Jump

on the opportunity to see the
world from a unique perspective
If you're curious and adventurous
then pack your bags and say
goodbye to the status quo.
Study abroad to earn college credit,
experience a different culture, learn
a foreign language, discover who
you are and much more.
USAC, your gateway to the world. 1111
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Did you ,-. _
notice any
.
. errors 1n ,
this week's
issue? Let us
know!
E-mail corrections to
statesma@
d.umn.edu.
Thanks! \-.
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and an
interest
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nalism?

We're.hiring
for positions
from writers
to editors.
·For more
information,
stop by the
Statesman
office or
submit an
application
at 130 Kirby
Student Center, next door
to the Kirby
Board Program office.
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By The Mepham Group
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THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by H~nri Arnold and Mike Argirion

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

1 3

Do it right if
you know what's
- good for you

EBILE

That's it.

rIJ

7 5
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©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
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© 2007 The Me ham Grou . Distributed b Tribune Media Services. All ri hts reserved.

www.jumble.com
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Ans:

WORP SAL.SA T
M
by Tony Tallarico

Circle these English words and their Spanish equivalents that
appear in the grid norizontally, vertically, diagonally and backward.
Encierre estas palabras en ingles y sus equivalentes en espanol
que aparecen al reves, horizontal, vertical y diagonalmente.

ENGLISH
TAKE

THIRD
THIRTEEN
THYME
TOAST
TOMATO
TOPAZ
TORTOISE
TOWEL
TRAP
TREASURE
TYPE
©2007 Tony Tallarico. Distri buted by Tribune Media Services, Inc.

SPANISH
TOMA
TERCERO
TRECE
TOMILLO
TOSTADO
TOMATE
TOPACIO
TORTUGA
TOALLA
TRAMPA
TESORO
TIPO

10/16

k

...A

I
I

IT WAS A " [

[]
1

1

1· l'f

TI1E: MOBSTERS
TAIL.OR QUIT.

'lvH'{

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

I I I I ] "[ I I J

TORCETHIRTORISE
OUAPMARTMATETKE
LTWOLDWETUTSAOT
LOAEPRSSSYRTPYE
IMTMWILOOMERPNH
MAHLOHTRTUAERTA
OTITUTEOATSCHYL
TERCEROLMWUEYPL
LOTOSTADOATWELA
TWEMYHTATOPACIO
TREASUREWSOAROT
OANPACIEHTRTRTN
PMATURLTORCEHTE
AGUTROTZIRZNWOT
ZATZTYPOSEOZTEZ
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For more mazes, visit www.krazydad.com/mazes/
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30, 2007, 7:30 p.m. Marshall Performing Arts Center. $10/$8/$5

Housing

Employment
Duluth News Tribune seeks
motivated individuals to join
their Crewing program, this
job is very flexible and great
for students. Call Chris 7235357 for details.

MIDI RESTAURANT IN
FITGER'S NOW HIRING!
Servers, cooks, hosts & bartenders. -Open interviews
Thursday, Sept. 27 & Friday,
Sept. 28 from 10-12 & 2-5.
Fitger's main entrance. Follow
signs.
HELP WANTED: Kenekes
is looking for a person able
to multitask and work with
food. Will do customer service,
kitchen work and delivery possible. If interested, call Nicky
at 651-983-6643.

2601 E. Superior Street
$325/month • Utilities Included

-Close to University. walk to UMO or tal<e Bus
•House in quiet residential neighborhood
•Private and Noiseless sleeping room
(13•18=182 square ft) includes colo, TV. DVD and
wireless in!emet
-Ca1hedral ooihngs
•Private bathroom
•Laundry includes washer and dryer in renl
•Kilchen includes double oven, double door refrigerator
and dishwasher, kilch8!1 plates and utensils i_ocluded
-<)lf streetpa,t;ng

•Sun deck

•Bedroom has high etflciency zone heal
•No smot<ers
•School Year Lease

Act now and receive an additional
5% of low market rentals rates

Campus Briefs
UMD

Department

of

Flexible Schedule!
EXCELLENT STARTING Music:
Tickets: 218-726-8877
PAY! No experience necessary. Scholarships available.
www .d.umn.edu/music
Great resume experience.
Hurry! Filling quickly! 2186th
Annual
Weber
722-4338

Financial
GET OUT OF DEBT! Tired
of bills? Need cash fast? Business start up available. Home
Reno, 2nd Mortgage, Personal
Loans. Good, bad credit, even
bankruptcy, free consultations,
no fees, quick, easy and confidential, for fast results call toll
free. Call 1-866-586-8909.
DO YOU SUFFER FROM
BAD CREDIT? WHEN YOU
TRY 2 BORROW $$$ DOES
THE BANK TELL YOU
2 FORGET IT? IF THIS
SOUNDS LIKE YOU GIVE
US A CALL 1-866-271-5175.

Travel
Spring Break 2008 Sell Trips,
Earn Cash, Go Free! Best
Prices Guaranteed to Jamaica,
Mexico, Bahamas, S. Padre
and Florida. Call for group
discounts.
1-800-648-4849
www .ststravel.com.

No. 1 Spring Break Vacations! 4 & 7 night trips. Low
prices guaranteed. Group discounts for 8+. Book 20 people,
get 3 free trips! Campus reps
needed. www.StudentCity.com
or 800-293-1445.

Concert. Thursday, Sept.
27, 2007, 7:30 p.m. Weber
Music Iiall $15
Faculty Artist Recital
: Faculty at Play I . Monday, Oct. 15, 2007, 7:30 p.m.
Weber Music Hall. FREE.
Ovation Guest Artist
Series Concert: Quartetto Gelato. Thursday, Oct.
25, 2007, 7:30 p.m. Weber
Music Hall $30/$25i$15
Senior High School
Honors Orchestra Concert Friday, Oct. 26, 2007,
4 p.m. Weber Music Hall.
FREE.
Fall Choral Concert
Sunday, Oct. 28, 2007,
3 p.m. Enjoy choral classics by the Concert Chorale,
University Singers and
Chamber Singers. Weber
Music Hall $6/$5/$3
Senior High School
Honor Choir Festival
Concert
Monday, Oct. 29, 2007,
4:30 p.m. Weber Music
Hall. FREE.
Jazz Scholarship Benefit Concert Tuesday, Oct.

UMD DEPARTMENT
OF THEATRE
2007-2008 SEASON
Season Tickets:
$56 - adult
$42 - senior/student
$25 - UMD student/child
Individual Tickets:
$15 - adult
$11 - senior/student
$6 - UMD student/child
Tickets: 218-726-8561 ~
www.d.umn.edu/theatre
Show times: 7:30 p.m.,
except Sunday performances only at 2 p.m.
URINETOWN
Music and Lyrics by Mark
Hollmann. Book and Lyrics by Greg Kotis. Oct. 18
- 21, 2007; Oct. 24 - 27,
2007. Mainstage . Theatre,
Marshall Performing Arts
Center
The UMD School of Fine
Arts presents INTERNA-

T HURSD AY, S EPTEMBER

TIONAL FILM SERIES
2007 - 2008
Weber Music Hall
Free Admission
Information:
218-7268561
TSOTSI (2005 South
Africa).
Oct. 7, 2007, 7:30 p.m.
Weber Music Hall, Free
Admission.
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ciate his sincerity and honesty.

Department of Psychology University of Minnesota Duluth and Veterans Administrations are
offering a workshop on:
Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder
Supporting
the Families of Returning Troops. Oct. 5, 2007,
CAN I KISS YOU? Dat- 8-4:30 p.m. in the Rafters.
ing, Respect, and Commu- Registration fee $15, checks
nication. Wednesday, Oct. payable to UMD. Deadline
10, 2007, 7 p.m., Kirby Stu- · Sept. 28. An additional fee
dent Center Ballroom. No of $42.50 for CEU students
admission fee.
(1/2 credit) can be paid at
For over 15 years, Mike the door on the day of the
Domitrz has been inspiring conference. Send payments
students with his hilarious al}.d registration to: Dept of
sense of humor and his truly Psychology 320
unique approach to h ealthBohannon Hall Duluth
ier dating and communi- MN 55812 Attn: Sharon
cation. While he presents Layon. More information
one of the "cleanest" shows, can be found at http://www.
Mike holds nothing back. d.umn.edu/psy/community/
Males and females from index.html.
all cultures, backgrounds,
sexual orientations, and
diverse populations appre-

a ra1
monday:

16oz. domestic taps

Unadvertised Specials
during Monday night football

tuesday:

$4.00 Pitchers on all
Domestics

1

wednesday:

10-close all shooter $3.50

thursday:

9-close Keg Night
Jag Bombs $4.00

friday:

5-close Free Pizza

saturday
Karaoke

FridaY. Sept.1
'Night 28th

.I

1

spm-11P-!j1 l

. Miller Girls'
Miller Products

$1.50

Era &'ear

formally known as the "Pioneer" - under new ownership!

1

The Statesman Promotes "Thinkin Before Drink.in "

T H URS DAY, SEPTEMBER

Tuesday, October 9
1O a.m. to 2 p.m.
UMD Kirby Student Center B.allroom
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call

with 2 mature medical
school students.

218-279-3832

$375 permonth

218-428-4918

or

includes all.

8oris,Arsen

Representatives will answer questions about
Graduate & Professional School
entrance requirementsi finan i

. &Mikhail

218·728·5108
1~1 Woodland Avenue

For a current list of participants
see our web page at:
http://careers.d.umn.edu

Dwu1h,MN
5510l

.:-,-, o-,, :-fs-o,i 1

Sponsored by:
UMD Career Services
University of Wisconsin, Superior
College of St. Scholastlca

: , •~Y .

i' :

0~1..1
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Dear Supporters:
The striking members of Local 3801 would like to express our heartfelt thanks for
your support of the U of M workers during the strike and beyond. Those of us
who joined the lines appr~ciated your allegiance and patience while we were
"standing up for our standard of living" and pursuing a fair wage increase.
Although we had hoped for a better contract, this strike was a resounding success.
None of our efforts were in vain. Despite an unacceptable settlement, we are
stronger, more organized, and already paving the way for successful negotiations in
the future. Your support helped get us there.

NEW!!

MOVIE EXPRESS BUS
Jefferson Lines now offers TWO
buses to and from the Twin Cities
on Fridays and Sundays

Your donations of food, funding, letter-writing, and good wishes have kept our
spirits strong and our hearts hopeful. Students, staff, faculty, community
members, churches, our families and fellow laborers from other unions
demonstrated a great show of support. Without you, the strike would have been
more difficult and less successful. From loaves of banana bread to honks and
waves, to articulate pleas written to University administration, your love and
support saw us through. We can't thank you enough!
In the days to come, we will build on our strength, even as we recover from this
trying time. To the many that went without our services during the strike - as we
all resume our normal routines; please feel our gratitude for your sacrifices and
support. We are glad to be back at our jobs.

In loving solidarity,
The Striking Members of AFSCME Local 3801

Movie Express Bus:
Friday

2:00pm Leave
4:00pm Arrive
4:30pm Arrive
4:40pm Arrive
4:55pm Arrive
5:05pm Arrive

Sunday

Buy Your
Tickets
Online!
15% Student Discount

Off of Daily Service
Schedules

3:15pm Leave
3:35pm Leave
4:00pm Leave
4:10pm Leave
4:40pm Leave
7:05pm Arrive

UMD
Blaine Park and Ride*
U of M Coffman Union
U of M St. Paul Student Center
Minneapolis/St. Paul Airport
at Burnsville Transit Center
Burnsville Transit Center
Minneapolis/St. Paul Airport
U of M Coffman Union
U of M St. Paul Student Center
Blaine Park and Ride
at UMD

We also offer daily service to the Twin Cities
leaving UMD at 3:50pm
Purchase tickets at UMD Stores Street Level
Board the bus outside Kirby Student Center
• Blaine stop is • pick up/drop off only. Ca11 are sub;8(::t to tow if left ovemlght

. . JEFFERSON LINES

--

• •

•

.
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Gaming the Fan Clubs

Microsoft, Google
Courting Facebook

The battle between Microsoft
and Google over the future of the
Internet is about to get hotter.
Microsoft is in talks with Facebook to purchase up to 5% of the
popular social-networking site
for as much as $500 million, a
price that would value all of Facebook at $10 billion or higher, said
people familiar with the matter.
Microsoft believes a closer relationship with Facebook could
give it an important boost in the
battle to become the dominant online system for purchasing ads
that appear on a multitude of
sites. Facebook, which is used by
more than 40 million people to
set up their own personal Web
pages, to communicate with each
other and to share photos and videos, has emerged as the poster
child for the latest Internet wave.
Google, meanwhile, which has
also expressed strong interest in a
Facebook stake, remains far ahead
of Microsoft in terms of the onlineadvertising revenue it generates
and the number of advertisers and
Web publishers that use its systems. One person familiar with the
matter says that over one million
advertisers now buy ads using Google's system; Microsoft is believed
to have only a small fraction of
that number.
Facebook has discussed possible ad relationships with Google,
said a persor familiar with the
matter. But an existing Microsoft
agreement over serving ads limits Facebook's options.

Cost of GM Strike:
$100 Million a Day

A strike under way at General
Motors could cost the company
$100 million a day in the short
run, analysts estimated. If it extends to a month, GM could burn
up to $8 billion as end-of-themonth costs add to the tab.
Members of the United Auto
Workers walked out of GM factories across the U.S. on Monday,
exploding a nearly decadelong
truce between the auto maker
and its union. Production at GM's
more than 80 facilities in the U.S.
shut down, idling 73,000 workers. The strike came as negotiations over a new national contract foundered on a big issue:
whether UAW members, having
made big concessions on health
care, should get some kind of
jobs guarantee from GM.

Face Off

World-wide unique visitors to online
Web properties, in August 200 7
Rank/brand

1 Google

Chng. from
Aug. 2006

In millions

561.1

-

20%

2 Microsoft
3 Yahoo

525.5
-478.7
4 Time Warner l!lilm 270.1
5 eBay
111111111 240.4
6 Wikipedia
11111!!11210.8
7 Fox•
llll!II 158.2
8 Amazon
1111!11 151.9
9 Apple
11111124.1
10 CNET
!111122.2
16 Facebook•

I

69.3

4
-1
21
1
52
30
13
32
33

346

*MySpace accounts for 106 miltlon visitors of
Fox Interactive Media
Source: comScore World Metrix

"Globalization is killing us,"
said Jerry Gillespie, president of a
UAW local in Warren, Mich.,
whose members work on engineering and design of future products.
"They want to build engineering
centers in the rest of the world
and take that work away from us.
That's our fight."
GM is resisting the UAW demand for jobs guarantees. The company's goal is to narrow the wage
gap with Asian rivals. At stake is
the long-term competitivenesssome say survival-of the unionized U.S. auto makers.

Job Market Wanes
For U.S. Lawyers

A Jaw degree isn't necessarily a
license to print money these days.
For graduates of elite law
schools, prospects have never
been better. Big Jaw firms this
year boosted their starting salaries to as high as $160,000.
.
But the majority of law-school
graduates are suffering from a
supply-and-demand
imbalance
that's suppressing pay and job
growth. Graduates who don't
score at the top of their class are
struggling to find weU-paying
jobs to make •payments on Jawschool debts that can exceed
$100,000. Some are taking temporary contract work, reviewing
documents for as little as $20 an
hour, without benefits. And many
are blaming their law schools for
failing to warn them about the
dark side of the job market.
The legal sector, after more
than tripling in inflation-adjusted
growth between 1970 and 1987,
has grown at an average annual

Sites' Concert Tickets
Aren't So Exclusive;
Passwords for Sale

S

BY JOSEPH DE AVILA

tephanie
Kendrid,
a
31-year-clld accountant,
could have paid $29.99 to
join Kelly Clarkson's fan
club and gain specjaJ access lo concert tickets. Instead, she placed .an ad on
Craigslist and paid $4 for the "presale'' password she needed, nabbing a pair of standjng-room seats.
For the past few years, many
musicians have been rewarding
dues-paying fan-club members
with access to presale passwords
to purchase tickets before they are
released to the general public. Now
these codes, which can increase
your chances of landing prime
seats, are being sold on specialized
Web sites. eBay and Craigslist.
For many fans, buying passwords online-for anywhere from
a few dollars to more than $20-is
an easy way to game the system
and get good seats without having
to pay to join a club. Sometimes,
fans even exchange the codes free.
Sidestepping the fan clubs, says
Ms. Kendrid, is "a great way to
beat the system that is ultimately
trying to stiff us more and more
with each new trick they can think
o( to get more money out of us."
UltimatePresales.com
sells
memberships to gain access to presale passwords for several artists,

The R.olling Stcmes are battling the sale of Pl'•-•• -words by
requiring Jan-club members to show ID.
such as Bon Jovi, the Killers and
Beyoncl!. A one-day pass for access
to codes costs $5.99; a one-year pass
costs $349.99, the Web site says.
This practice irks fan-club managers, who want to ensure that
only fan -club members benefit
from the codes. But there appears
to be little they can do to stop the
practice. short of expelling members they catch selling the passwords and revoking- tickets bought
using someone else's code.
A variety of individuals-both
novices and professionals-are behind the sale of these codes online,
says Larry Peryer, president of UltraStar Entertainment. which manages presale ticketing for artists
such as the Rolling Stones, the Police and Sting. It may be a fan-club
member trying to make extra

money on the side. Or It may be a
team of professionals employing
an army of collaborators to jojn
multiple fan clubs to gain access to
several codes. These professionals
may use the codes to buy prime
tickets to resell. or may put the
codes up for sale on sites such as
eBay, Mr. Peryer says.
UltraStar checks its fan-club
membership databases to look for
red nags, such as people who join
several of the fan clubs that it manages or use presale codes to purchase tickets for venues all across
the country. Members caught selling their presale codes will be
kicked out. Mr. Peryer says-and
any tickets bought with a sold pa ssword may be revoked.
Besides imposing such oenal-
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Is It Cool to Be a Climate Tourist?

G

NAIK
lobal warming has
given rise to a new
niche in the booming
eco-tourism business:
climate tourists.
These visitors seek
out places where a long-term
warming trend is starting to have
a discernible impact. Yet some
say there's a big irony in this
kind of travel: Any trip by train,
plane or cruise ship pumps carbon dioxide into the atmosphere
and potentially contributes to
the warming of the planet.
"What's the point of your trip
to the Maldives if the end result
is that it will be drowned" because emissions from eco-tourists' jets contribute to global
warming and rising seas, says
Jeff Gazzard of Aviation EnvironBY GAUTAM

mental Federation, a U.K. group
fighting to curtail airplane emissions. The Maldives, a string of
islands in the Indian Ocean, sit
about three feet above sea level
and are at risk if warming effects
raise ocean levels.
More than 1.5 million tourists
now visit the arctic each year, up
from one million in the early
1990s, according to the U.N.
Longer and warmer summers
keep arctic seas freer of ice floes,
so cruise ships can visit places
that were once inaccessible-raising other environmental concerns.
Visitors to Norway's Svalbard
archipelago, hoping to see new
islands that have appeared as the
ice sheet retreats, have surged
33% in the past five years to
about 80,000 a year. About half
arrive on cruise liners. Fragile

vegetation on some islands has
gotten worn down.There's a
higher risk of an oil spill; a new
law requires ships on the eastern
part of the islands to use marine
diesel instead of heavy oil.
Hansruedi Burgener didn't
seek out climate tourists-they
found him. Last summer, hundreds trekked to his remote hostelcum-restaurant in the Swiss Alps,
because it has a clear view of a
mountain called the Eiger. Noting
accelerated melting of glacial ice,
geologists predicted part of the
mountain would soon collapse. To
mark the event, Mr. Burgener introduced a coffee-and-schnapps
concoction called a ''Rockslide."
''I don' t think climate change
is good for the environment," he
says. "But it's made the hostel
famous, and that's good for me."

Controversial Way to Buy Tickets
Continuedfiom Previous Page

ties, the fan clubs have few other
options. Gary Adler, the legal counsel for the National Association of
Ticket Brokers, says he believes
that no law exists that prohibits the
sale or purchase of these codes.
IBtraStar routinely patrols the
Web to find which sites are selling
their passwords, but this can be
tricky, Mr. Peryer says, because
sometimes the sale of codes occurs
in quick frenzies on sites like
Craigslist, and then the sellers disappear. "It's a game of Whac-a-Mole,"
he says. The problem is growing
throughout the industry, Mr. Peryer
says, and "I don't think anybody has
created the magic bullet to stop it."
Ticket vendors like Ticketmaster and Tickets.com have begun to
crack down on the practice, but

only when it is requested by the
artist or the venue.
When presale passwords started
being used a few years ago, the
codes were the same for everybody
and could easily be passed on. Now,
to ensure that presale codes go to
fan-dub members only, many artists
require unique passwords that Ticketmaster can trace to the purchaser,
and with the help of the fan club,
trace to the fan-club member.
Some artists request extra security measures. For a recent Rolling
Stones concert, any person who ordered tickets with a presale password had to pick up the tickets at
the venue and present ID that
proved fan-club membership, says
an official at Ticketmaster.
For most of its concerts, Nine
Inch Nails now prints fan-club mem-

bers' names on their tickets, says
Nathan Hubbard, chief executive of
Musictoday, a manager of fan
clubs. During the concert, those
members use a separate entrance
where they have to present their
tickets, identification and fan-club
membership cards.
To penalize members who sell
their passwords, many fan clubs
terminate memberships and revoke tickets. Last year, tickets for
shows in New York and St. Paul,
Minn., that were. allocated for the
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers'
fan club were either resold or acquired by scalpers in violatio~ of
the club's user -policy. As a result,
800 tickets were canceled for the
show in New York, and around 500
were canceled in St. Paul, the artist's Web site said.
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What's News~
In Business and Finance

Continued from Previous Page

inflation-adjusted rate of 1.2%
since 1988, or less than half as fast
as the broader economy, according
to Commerce Department data.

A 'Halo' Enhancer
For Microsoft Xbox
Early reviews of ''Halo 3," the
third installment of Microsoft's
blockbuster shooter game, gave
the title one of the highest scores
in the history of the sector on the
eve of its launch.
The game garnered a 96 cm
Metacritic, a site that blends game
reVIews from multiple sources into
a single score. Designed exclusively for Microsoft's Xbox gaming
platfonn, ''Halo 3" sales were expected to soar past $200 million
on the opening day. The title is
also considered a sales booster for
the Xbox 360, designed to be a hub
for future home entertainment.
''Halo 3" gives Xbox 360 a leg
up at a time when Sony's rival
PlayStation 3 console has fallen
short of expectations, in part because of a high price tag and lack
of compelling game titles. Sony recently outlined a belated strategy
of working better with publishers
to improve its lineup of games.

Amazon Music Store
Sells Copiable Songs
Amazon.com launched a muchanticipated digital music store
with more than two million
songs, all without copy-protection technology. The Web retailer
also set song prices that under-

cut iTunes.
Music bought at the store can
be copied to multiple computers,
burned onto CDs, and played on
most types of PCs and portable
devices, including iPods. Songs
cost 89 cents to 99 cents each;
albums sell for $5.99 to $9.99
apiece. Apple's iTunes, which offers some songs without so-called
digital rights management technology, charges $1.29 for DRM-free
tracks and $11.99 for most albums
without copying restrictions.

Odds & Ends

U.S. consumer confidence

fell to a nearly two-year low in
September, weighed down by a
softening labor market and worries over volatility in financial
markets and a weaker dollar, according to a report from the Conference Board. ... Apple warned
users they can permanently damage their iPhones by modifying
them to work on unauthorized
wireless networks, a move that
could diminish a potential threat
to iPhone partnerships with carriers like AT&T.
Sy Ja) Hershey
How to contact us:
CampusEdition@dowjones.com

AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
• Overseas experience is an important credential, but a tough one for
graduates to secure.
• Learn about careers in designing
interiors of public places such as
offices, stores and museums.

GOTA NOTEBOOK? GOTA PEN.
The Statesman is looking for staff writers
for any and ·all sections.
To land the job, apply at or stop by the office
at 130 Kirby Student Center,just across from
the Kirb Information desk.
'
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FOOTBALL

This week's athlete of
Adding to a two-game losing streak, the
the week, Dennis Carter,
Bulldogs were trounced by the Central
said that one of his primary
Washington Wildcats last weekend, 43-21.
reasons for choosing to play
UMD traveled to Ellensburg, Wash., in
football at UMD was the
hopes of overcoming their streak. Despite
opportunity to start as a
the loss, several players still had stellar pertrue freshman, where most
formances.
would be redshirted.
Junior quarterback Ted Schlafke had a
He's definitely taken
personal best for completion percentage at
advantage of that opportu.775, and connected 30 of 41 passes, accordnity so far.
ing to the UMD Web site.
Carter has emerged as a
Schlafke also passed for 220 yards, two
leader and a "go-to-guy'' in
LARAMIE CARLSON I STATESMAN
touchdowns, two fumbles and one intercepthe Bulldog offense.
Carter is already contributing as a freshman.
tion. The Wildcats took advantage of those
In the first three games,
turnovers
and scored 13 points.
He said his on-field sucCarter has racked up six
Freshman wide receiver Dennis Carter
touchdowns and 173-yards cess is not his favorite part
also had a great offensive performance. He
GRAHAM HARRIMAN I STATESMAN
of the team.
on 13 receptions.
is currently leading the team with eight Senior Kari Wolford had 14 kills in last weekend 's game.
''My favorite part is the
Carter caught six receptotal touchdown r~ptions throughout the
Freshman Maria Leider assist ed sophotions for 74 yards and three togetherness of the team,"
season.
more
Alex Paffrath on her second goal of the
he
said.
touchdowns in the Sept.
This loss brings UMD to 1-3 overall and 0- season, giving UMD the win with the final
In
addition
to
his
athletic
8 game against Missouri
2 in the North Central Conference (NCC).
score, 1-0.
Wes tern, his highest totals ability, Carter believes he
The Bulldogs will host Western WashingThe Bulldogs will continue on the road,
brings important elements
so far this year.
ton University this Saturday at 1 p.m. for facing the University of North Dakota on
In high school, Carter led to the squad.
UMD's Homecoming game.
Sept. 30 at 1 p.m. in Grand Forks, N.D.
''I bring a positive attitude
the state in kick returns and
was selected to the Metro and good work ethic to the
SOCCER
VOLLEYBALL
Team at the Minnesota High team," he said.
The women's soccer team traveled to South
UMD continu es to be undefeated at home
One thing that people
School Football All-Star
Dakota to cpallenge the Coyotes, and lost, as th e women's volleyball team dominated
might not know about Carter
Ga me.
3-0.
No. 13 Augustana College last Friday, 3-0
He was a three-year start- is that even though he chose
In
the
first
half,
sophomore
goalkeeper
This match marks the 21-straight North
er for Spring Lake Park High to play at Duluth, he hates
had
four
saves
for
UMD,
the
Katie
Lukanich
Central
Conference (NCC) win for the BullSchool and was used on both the cold weather.
score 0-0.
are ranked No. 3.
dogs,
who
offense and defense.
However, South Dakota took the lead in
Senior Vicky Braegelmann had 17 kills,
At UMD, Carter has benethe second half, after a goal by junior Sarah alongside senior Kari Wolford who had 14.
fited from the spread offense
Halbach, putting the score at 1-0.
Sophomore Sarah Wyffels had 10 kills,
- a pass-based offense that
The Coyotes scored two more goals, but senior Danielle Beckstrand and junior Lindutilizes all four wide receivUMD was unable to score, giving South sey Clairmont each had nine kills and junior
ers. This type of offense gives
Dakota the win, with a final score of 3-0.
Katie Gangelhoff had three kills.
the receivers a great chance
The tables turned just two days later, givThe Bulldogs easily captured the win, with
to succeed, as it spreads out
ing UMD a win to break their losing streak, a three game squash (30-24, 3~-21, 30-'24).
the defense backfield and
Robert Downs is at
against the University of Concordia, St.
Ali Draves is at
opens passing lanes.
down0146@d.umn.edu.
Paul, 1-0 on Sunday.
dravOO 15@d.umn.edu.
This type of offense was
another enticing feature of
the UMD football program
for Carter.
"[I chose UMD] because
they spread the ball out and
came •four wide," he said.
"That's good for a receiver."
Even after his impressive numbers, Carter seems
Flexible hours, available maarnings, afternoons &
Full and Part time positions
uninterested in personal
. weeken s.
.
1
numbers and gratification.
working with people with
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NFL's commissioner
hopes to clean-up league
In March 2006, the NFL attempted to somewhat revive the level
of sportsmanship in the game by
penalizing teams for holding excessive touchdown celebrations in the
end zone.
NFL commissioner, Roger Goodell,
has made it a priority to clean up the
league.
Hefty suspensions have molded
his legacy as commissioner, and
Goodell has shown his priority by
dropping the hammer on Adam ''Pacman" Jones, Chris Henry and Terry
"Tank" Johnson.
In recent years, many players
h ave been involved in various end
zone celebr ations th at draw a ridiculous amount of attention.
For example, Terrell .Owens is
responsible for two of the most
memorable touchdown celebrations
in the NFL.
In 2002, after scoring a touchdown against the Seahawks; Owens
signed the ball with a Sharpie marker he hid in his sock.
Later that season against the
Packers, Owens used a pair of pompoms he took from a cheerleader to
celebrate.

Owens has also taunted his opponents on occasion.
After scoring against the Ravens
in 2004, Owens proceeded to mock
Ravens linebacker Ray Lewis's celebration dance from Super Bowl
XXXV.
Owens has been surpassed, however, by fellow receiver Chad Johnson as the most self-centered star in
football.
Johnson currently has 448 yards
receiving, along with three touchdowns. Over the past three seasons,
Johnson has been one of the most
dominating receivers in all of football.
From 2004-2006, Johnson caught
25 touchdown receptions while racking up over 4,000 yards receiving.
However, being good isn't enough
for Johnson. He needs the whole
world to know that he is the best.
Each season, Johnson comes up
with new ways to celebrate after
scoring. A few of Johnson's celebrations include: a poor Michael Flatly
River dance impression, trying to
pose for fake photographers and
unrolling a sign that asked the NFL
not to fine him anymore.
·
Sure, some of these celebrations
are quite comical. However, these
celebrations take away from what
a team game is, and draw attention toward the individual, violating
one of the most spoken of cliches in
sports: ''There's no I in team."
In the preseason, Johnson discussed with the press on numerous
occasions the various celebrations
he plans to unveil this season.
Instead of talking about the first
Monday night game of the year,
matching a top five offense against
a top five defense, fans and writers were more worried about what
Johnson was planning on doing after
scoring.
Sure enough, after scoring in the

first quarter of the game, Johnson
unveiled his much anticipated celebration by putting on a Hall of Fame
jacket on the sideline. The celebration was a pathetic attempt to carry
through with his arrogant preseason
promise.
The worst part about this celebration is that Johnson was too busy
taking in the fans' reaction to his
jacket to pay attention to the fact
that his team missed the ensuing
point after.
Just last week, Johnson brought
his self-obsessed attitude to Cleveland.
After scoring his second touchdown of the game, Johnson leapt into
an eagerly awaiting group of angry
Browns fans, only to be slapped and
have beer spilled on him.
Johnson finished the game with
over 200-yards to go with his two
scores. However, the team lost.
Johnson was probably still satisfied.
Johnson's problem is that he
thinks he is better than the game.
He is by far one.of the most explosive
players, but imagine what h e could
be if he didn't spend half his time
practicing touchdown dances.
If he spent that time focusing on
football, he could become one of the
best receivers of all time.
What ever happened to those
dominating players who just did
what they were paid to do on the
field? Why can't players simply be
good and leave it at that?
Barry Sanders, arguably the
greatest running oack ever, never
once celebrated a touchdown in
excessive fashion; he simply handed
the ball to the referee.
Marvin Harrison is ranked fourth
of all-time in receiving yards and
third in touchdowns.
Not only is Harrison one of the
best players in the NFL, but he is
also one of the classiest. He doesn't

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Chad Johnson uses the goal-line plyon as a putter.

celebrate; he lets his play do the talking for him. He shows the world who
he is by performing at an incredible
level, and leaves it at that.
The NFL has tried to cut back on
celebrations by penalizing teams
15-yards for excessive celebration,
which can include using the ball as
a prop.
Owens was just fined $7,500 last
week for using the ball as a camera,
mocking the Patriots videotaping
scandal.
I'll admit, I laughed when Steve
Smith mocked the Viking's love boat
scandal in 2005 by rowing a fake
boat in the end zone.
However, Johnson has taken his
arrogance to another level by focusing all attention on his celebration;
a minor, unnecessary act that has
nothing to do with the game itself.

Tajen Stockdale is at
stocO 152@d.umn.edu.
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The Smurfs™ and played in these costumes,
according to Hermes.
''There is never a dull moment [at HalloWinona]," Kladja said with a smile, as sweat dripped
down her face.
Another big event is a three-day, spring tournament in Georgia. The team travels during
spring break in cars to Georgia, where they play
intense Ultimate and camp out.
''It is fricken' sweet," said Emily Ranta, secretary of the Lake Effect. "It was the best spring
break ever. Though there are very competitive
teams."
Georgia also has more than one type of competition in the duration tournament. One is called
the Hat Tournament, where players are random-

ly put on teams and compete against each other,
according to Oakley.
More than just competing in tournaments, the
team plays for the love of the sport.
''When you are playing Ultimate, it doesn't
matter how much pain you are in," said Ranta.
The UMD's Women's Ultimate team is made
up of many different types of players on. For
instance, there are the "practice players," who
don't want to compete but enjoy the gam.e and
want to stay in shape, so they only go to practices.
Others have graduated and still come to practices, so that they can still play with their old
teammates and compete in tournaments, however the sections or nationals are saved solely for
college students.
Every student has five years of eligibility to
play at the college level. So some students who

have graduated come back and take a class or
two just to be able to play Ultimate.
''I love the sport," said Klajda, who came back
after studying abroad spring semester.

Carly Mclain is at
mclaO 187@d.umn.edu.
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The 'Lake Effect' n1akes a splash
Women's Ultimate Frisbee club team first known as a Cinderella team

BY CARLY MCLAIN

STATESMAN STAFF WRITER
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ALL PHOTOS SUBMITTED BYTEAM MEMBERS

On a humid day in late September, a group
of women appeared to be running around in
mass chaos on a lot behind the Field House.
But these bedlam movements were actually
intricate ·p lay routines that UMD's Women's
Ultimate Frisbee club team, the Lake Effect,
perform during one of their practices.
"Layout!" someone screamed across the field
to a woman who seemed to dive straight into
the air for the Frisbee and belly-flopped onto
the grass.
Before the spring of 2003, there was not an
organized Women's Ultimate Frisbee team at
UMD. Players would join other teams, who
also didn't have full squads, to play in tournaments.
"The first year was really tough [to start a
team]," said Alicia Hermes, co-founder and cocaptain of Lake Effect. "We never really had
•

.

Above clockwise: UMD team makes peace and love symbols w~h their hands. enough players. We were killed at sections
Right corner: Lindsay Pastor, co-captain. Left: Alicia Hermes, co-capitan. that first year."

At sections a second time around, they were
ranked 11th. They became known as a·Cinderella team, because they did something rare in
Ultimate: jumped to second place.
''That tournament was surreal," said senior
Missy Klajda, who, upon knowing that she was
transferring to UMD, would drive up from Minneapolis to practice with the team during fall
semester. ''We didn't loose a single game that
prst day. We were walking all over [the other]
teams. The second day we did the same-only
loosing in the final round to the winners."
Hallo Winona is an October tour na ment the
team attends every year. Every team attending wears costumes-and competes in them.
"Last year we went as '90s grunge," said
sophomore Claire Oakley. "We wore flannel
and plaid shirts and ripped jean skirts. It was
really intense."
This event is a lot more relaxed. It is not
as "intimidating to newer players" as some of
them are. Teams have gone as Rainbow Brite™
FRISBEE to page 39
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Cross country ·earns regional ranking
BY KJESTINE STEINBRING

STATESMAN STAFF WRITER

Although the men and women's
cross country teams have only had
one race, they are ranked 6th and
8th in their region of 10 teams.
"It's ok to get excited for a ranking,
that's a good thing," said sophomore
Liz Palkie. "The important thing
that we will try to do is to keep progressing and improving to move up
that list."
The women's ranking is based off
their performances and times from
the first meet, according to junior
Greta Stangl.
The men's ranking, on the other
hand, is mostly based on their previous times and expected results from
their returning athletes, according
to Palkie.
"Our region is tough," said Palkie.
''We've got teams from Colorado,
who because of the altitude, train
harder."
According to Palkie, they are
always really good.
·
She also said it is crucial to remain
high in the region ranking, because
usually those teams top the nat10nal

ranking, as well.
Other runners, such as sophomores and Bridget Hines, Carolyn Wardell
For the men, the teams to beat this Mike Kramer, Tyler Bjorhus, Zach and Laura Humphreys were all top
year are Augustana and Mankato Varty and junior Nate Anderson, finishers for the Bulldogs.
State, according to senior Eric Atkin- contributed to scoring and finished
The men and women's teams will
compete next at the Griak Inviason.
in the top 25 at the meet.
"Mankato for sure," said Atkinson.
The women also did well, with tional Saturday at the University of
''They're always tough and pretty sophomore Katelyn Meger finishing Minnesota.
much always get to nationals."
25th overall and first for the Bull''We've had some great practices, dogs, helping UMD to place 7th as a
with some great results," said Head team.
Coach John Fulkrod. ''The conferWith their top two runners out of
ence and regional meets should be a commission - Stangl not feeling
lot of fun, there will be a lot of great well and Pallue nursing a sore hamcompetition."
string - new runners were given a
Even though the regional meet isn't chance to shine.
Kjestine Steinbring is at
until Oct. 20, the team continues to
Freshmen Rachel Hanzal, Whitney stein 173@d.umn.edu.
work hard every day.
They work hard to perform well,
according to Stangl.
"At practice we need to push ourselves hard, and in meets we need to
encourage each other," said Stangl.
''That's how we'll get better as a team
and reach the top of that list."
The determination was evident
last weekend at the Blugold Open
in Colfax, WI., with Atkinson winning his second Blugold Invitational,
leading the team to win the title by
SUBMITTED PHOTO
11 points.
The cross country team opened their season on Sep. 8 at the fourth annual 8K Campus Quest race.

